Cover page of the very first book of abstract of the A(NZ)SMS
meeting in 1971.
Courtesy of Prof. Malcolm Thompson

"... Our registration fee was $8.00 and dinner cost $4.00. ... In the first conference a very
funny bloke but excellent technician decorated the lecture theatre with a great many metres
of the photographic paper that we used to record MS. How things have changed. ..."
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Welcome

Welcome from ANZSMS Conference Convenor

On behalf of the ANZSMS24 organising committee, we would like to
welcome you to the 24th Australian and New Zealand Society for Mass
Spectrometry conference. We assure you that this event will be very
exciting and provides a forum for colleagues from both academia and industry to exchange
results, latest developments and new ideas. Our program offers a mix of oral and poster
sessions as well as workshops and will cover advancements of scientific knowledge from
fundamentals to applications in this most dynamically developing field. This conference will also
serve as an opportunity for young scientists to learn and form networks with prominent experts
from both, Australia and New Zealand as well as Europe, Asia and the United States.

We will have many social activities to allow people to interact in a relaxed atmosphere. These
include longer morning tea and lunch breaks as well as a welcome BBQ and dinner.

Finally, it gives us great pleasure to see so many of you in Melbourne, some for the first time,
and hope that you will have a great time. We are looking forward to meeting with you during
the course of the conference. In addition, we would like to thank our sponsors, without whom
this conference would not be the same!

On behalf of the ANZSMS24 committee,
George Khairallah
Convenor
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Oral presentations

SatPM-01
Exploring Molecular Biology at the Frontier of 3D Visualization
Drew Berry
Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Parkville, Melbourne, Australia
Biology reveals the complex choreography of cells and molecules, but muchof this science is too small to
be directly observed or takes place atdynamic rates beyond our normal perception of time. 3D
visualization ofcells and molecules has become an increasingly important component of
exploring and communicating biological mechanisms to the public, studentsand scientific peers.
Dynamic visualizations, such as animations, areable to synthesize diverse structural, dynamic and
locational data derivedfrom a variety of research sources and data sets, and can thus act as a
visual hypothesis for a particular molecular or cellular process. Beyondthe bench, 3D visualizations are
powerful tools that are being used inclassrooms and in the mass media to educate and entertain.
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SunAM-01
IR spectroscopy integrated to Mass Spectrometry: Probing the structure of
reaction intermediates
Philippe Maître
Université Paris Sud – CNRS, Laboratoire de Chimie Physique ,Faculté des Sciences - Orsay - FRANCE
Recent integration of infrared spectroscopy into tandem mass spectrometer offers a new dimension to
tandem mass spectrometry: spectroscopic information on the 3D structure of mass-selected ions
Tunable IR laser sources provided by Free-Electron-Laser (FEL) facilities such as FELIX (Nieuwegein,
Netherlands) and CLIO (Orsay, France) have recently been shown to be particularly well adapted for
performing IR spectroscopy of mass-selected molecular ions. Their high intensity and also their temporal
structure make them very suitable for inducing the IR Multiple Photon Dissociation (IRMPD) of gas phase
molecular ions. IRMPD spectra can then be derived by monitoring ion fragmentation as a function of the
laser wavelength.
In Orsay, , experiments are performed using two commercial instruments: a quadrupole ion-trap (QIT)
or a 7 teslas Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometer coupled with the IR
FEL. This laser source is tunable in a broad wavenumber range covering the so-called molecular
fingerprint region (typically 600-2000 cm-1). In addition, IR spectra can be recorded in the XH (X=C, N, O)
stretching region using an optical parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO/OPA) laser system. Spectroscopic
sensitivity can be enhanced using an auxiliary CO2 laser pulse following the resonant absorption of
photons of tunable IR laser.
Principles and implementation of IRMPD spectroscopy will be discussed and illustrated on selected
examples of structural characterization of reaction intermediates, including organometallic catalysis. We
will then focus our attention on the structure of N-terminal CID fragments (an+ orbn+) of peptides.
Understanding the structures, energetic, and decomposition pathways of the gas phase peptide
fragments is central to the widely used “bottom-up” approach for proteome sequencing based on mass
spectrometry. We will see that the 1600-2000 cm-1 spectral range is the most diagnostically useful part
of the IR spectrum, especially for distinguishing oxazolone from other isomers of bn+ ions. IR spectra of
larger bn+, and also an+, ions will also be presented providing evidence of the formation of a macro-cyclic
structure competing with oxazolone. The isomerisation of peptide fragments will be discussed in light of
very recent results, and we will see that IR signatures of rearranged peptide fragments can also be found
in the NH and OH stretching region.
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SunAM-02
Developing new tools for gas-phase chiral discrimination
BerwyckPoad, Adam Trevitt, Stephen Blanksby
University of Wollongong, Australia; bpoad@uow.edu.au
Chirality is a molecular trait that is prevalent throughout chemistry, physiology and biology, responsible
for affecting attributes such as scent, reactivity and bioactivity. While mass spectrometry is currently
one of the powerhouse methods for rapid molecular identification and quantification, no fast and
convenient technique exists for distinguishing chirality in the gas-phase. This poster describes our efforts
to develop an experimental protocol capable of measuring circular dichroism spectra of isolated massselected gas-phase ions without the need for prior off-line purification. Our approach involves isolating
mass-selected ions within an ion trap mass spectrometer and monitoring differences in ion
fragmentation after exposure to either left- or right-circularly polarised light.

SunAM-03
Sequential CID and ETD of tryptic peptides
Mark Raftery
The University of New South Wales, Australia; m.raftery@unsw.edu.au
In proteomics workflows automated data dependent tandem mass spectrometry is one of the most
important approaches for the identification of peptide sequences. In the majority of experimental
approaches fragmentation occurs by CID. A few recent applications using ETD or combination of CID and
ETD show some benefits especially in the precise determination of post-translational modifications,
although data was more difficult to analysis. Sequential MSMS were performed with CID and ETD after
trypsin digestion of BSA, Fetuin and yeast lysate. Simple methods were established to search
independently CID, ETD and spectra resulting from the combination of ions from both CID and ETD
spectra. Mascot searches showed that combined spectra readily identified b, y form CID and c and z ions
from ETD and peptide sequences.
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SunAM-04
Isomer-Selective Detection of Hydrogen-Bond Vibrations in the Protonated
Water Hexamer
Knut R. Asmis
Fritz-Haber-Institute, Germany; asmis@fhi-berlin.mpg.de
The properties of hydrogen ions in aqueous solution, H+(aq), are governed by the ability of water to
incorporate ions in a dynamical hydrogen bond network. This structural variability has stood in the way
of finding a consistent molecular level description of H+(aq). Isolated protonated water clusters serve as
finite model systems for H+(aq), which are amenable to highly sensitive and selective gas phase
spectroscopic techniques. Here, we isomer-selectively identify the IR signatures of the Zundel-type and
Eigen-type isomers of the protonated water hexamer, the smallest protonated water cluster for which
both of these characteristic binding motifs coexist. For the first time, we characterize the potential
energy landscape of protonated water clusters in the far-IR region, the region of hydrogen bond
stretching and water librational bands, which are crucial for a better understanding of hydrogen bond
dynamics. The present results represent a sensitive benchmark for quantum chemical calculations and
allow for new insights into the IR spectroscopy of H+(aq).
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SunAM-05
Fragmentation of Xanthene Dyes by Laser and Collisional Activation in a High
Resolution FT-ICR Mass Spectrometer
Jürgen Grotemeyer, Jonathan Peters
Christian-Albrechts-University at Kiel, Germany; grote@phc.uni-kiel.de
Xanthene dyes like rhodamine B and fluorescein have numerous applications in physics, chemistry and
biochemistry.These compounds show an interesting loss of 44 as well as 88 Da. This can be attributed to
the loss of CO2+C3H8 or a double loss of C3H8.
For this purpose we performed high resolution experiments with rhodamine B and three other dyes
with the same backbone structure on a 9.4 T FT-ICR instrument. Fragmentation was achieved by both
laser photodissociation and collisional activation in the ICR cell. The occurring fragments were compared
in view of the structural similarities. Furthermore dyes of the rhodamine B basic structure were
synthesized with partly or completely deuterated nitrogen substituents. This was done to locate the part
of the molecule in which the fragmentations happen and to get further insight to the mechanism that is
responsible for the reaction. The possible fragmentation mechanisms will be discussed.

SunAM-06
Direct Observation of Photodissociation Products from Phenylperoxyl Radicals
in the Gas Phase
Alan Thomas Maccarone, Benjamin B. Kirk, Christopher S. Hansen, Thomas M. Griffiths, Bradley Speed,
Adam J. Trevitt, Stephen J. Blanksby
University of Wollongong, Australia; alanmac@uow.edu.au
Direct experimental measurements of photodissociation products from the phenylperoxyl radical,
C6H5OO•, are scarcely reported. Furthermore, published absorption spectra appear limited to a broad,
featureless band near 500 nm suffering from low S/N. We describe the use of charge-substituted phenyl
radicals to synthesize and isolate gas-phase phenylperoxyl radicals (e.g., Me3N[+]CH2-C6H4OO•) within
an ion-trap mass spectrometer for interaction with tunable laser light. Two major photoproduct
channels corresponding to O and O2 loss are directly observed and sum to produce a broad spectral
feature in the visible centered at 403 ± 26(1σ) nm. Electronic structure calculations locate a transition of
these substituted peroxyl radicals within the experimental error, and place the analogous transition for
C6H5OO• at 457 nm, nearly 50 nm shorter than the accepted experimental value. Oxygen atom
production in the visible suggests an unrecognized role for arylperoxyls in atmospheric photochemistry.
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SunPM-01
Mass Spectrometry-Based Metabolomics as a Unique Biochemical Approach for
Understanding Disease Pathogenesis
Gary Siuzdak
Center for Metabolomics, Scripps ResearchInstitute, La Jolla, CA ,United States of America
Metabolomics, the quantitative global analysis of endogenous metabolites from cells, tissues, fluids and
whole organisms, is becoming an integral part of functional genomics efforts as well as a tool for
understanding fundamental biochemistry. While the genome and proteome represent upstream
biochemical events, metabolites correlate with the most downstream biochemistry and therefore most
closely represent the phenotype. This has been proven by the broad success of metabolite analysis in
clinical diagnostics. The experimental aim in our studies is to obtain a comprehensive quantitative view
of the metabolome to expand our understanding of what pathways are altered in specific diseases. We
have developed a novel mass spectrometry platform for metabolomics including XCMS Online data
analysis combined with METLIN, a comprehensive MS/MS metabolite database. As well as
nanostructure-initiator mass spectrometry (NIMS) imaging. These technologies will be presented in the
context of their application to discovering new disease therapies/pathways for chronic pain, cancer, and
aging.

SunPM-02
Strategies for structure elucidation using Ultrafast Mass Spectrometry (UFMS):
Using nMS2 as an alternative to MS3
Paul Michael Wynne1, Nigel Grieves1, Bruce Fraser2
1

Shimadzu Australasia, Australia; 2Shimadzu Australasia, New Zealand; paul.wynne@shimadzu.com.au

Ultrafast Mass Spectrometry (UFMS) allows the generation of multiple product ion spectra (PIS) across a
narrow peak with CID at varying energies. This nMS2 approach yields an array of MSMS spectra derived
from the same parent ion but exhibiting mechanistically distinct fragment ions. Typically, we observed
simple neutral losses at low collision energy (10 V), fission of pendant moieties (30-50 V) and more
significant aromatic rearrangements and formation of fused cyclic structures at higher collision energies.
While MSn offers the advantage of tracking selected ions, nMS2 is not subject to the same transfer
losses between processes because the same parent ion is selected from the first mass filter in each case
rather than from the collisional debris.
The use of nMS2 in combination with Ultrafast polarity switching also allows one or more of the
elements in the PIS array to be based on either negative or positive ions and so increases the informing
power of the data set.
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SunPM-03
Application of mass spectrometry techniques in lipid biosynthesis pathway
mapping of intracellular organelles of Plasmodium falciparum
James Ian MacRae1, ThusithaWasanthaThilaka Rupasinghe2, Sash Lopaticki3, Alan Cowman3, Dedreia
Tull2, Malcolm McConville1,2
1

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Bio21 Institute, The University of Melbourne, 30,
Flemington Road, Parkville, Victoria 3010, Australia.; 2Metabolomics Australia, Bio21 Institute, The
University of Melbourne, 30, Flemington Road, Parkville, Victoria 3010, Australia; 3Division of Infection
and Immunity, The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Parkville, VIC 3050, Australia;
tru@unimelb.edu.au
Plasmodium falciparum is the major cause of malaria, a disease that afflicts more than 500 million
people world-wide. The intraerythrocytic stages of P. falciparum exhibit a highly orchestrated
developmental cycle within a vacuolar compartment of the red blood cell (RBC) and synthesis new
membrane lipids. Biosynthetic pathways for the de novo synthesis of fatty acids are not active in these
stages and depend on both the salvage of complex phospholipids from the host, as well as de novo
synthesis of phospholipids using host fatty acids. In this study we have undertaken the comprehensive
LC-MS lipidomic analysis of P. falciparum-infected RBC. 13C-glucose labeling studies revealed that the
inositol headgroup and glycerol backbone of PI was derived from the host cell and being synthesized by
the parasite. These precursors appear to be incorporated into distinct subcellular pools of PI that are
subsequently used for bulk PI synthesis and the lipid anchors of GPI glycolipids respectively.
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SunPM-04
yrtemortceps ssam::mass spectrometry answering inverse questions
G. Stewart Walker
Flinders University, South Australia, Australia; stewart.walker@flinders.edu.au
It's astounding. Time-of-flight Mass Spectrometry is fleeting. [1] In a science fiction, double feature, this
presentation will initially discuss new and revisited methods of getting ions into a Tof-MS developed for
a range of materials of forensic and medical interest [2,3] before giving examples of investigations into
the stability of some selected antipsychotic medications in post-mortem decay using Q-Tof MS. [4,5]
References
[1] Richard O'Brien, 'The Time Warp', in The Rocky Horror Picture Show, 1975
[2] Georgia Guild, PhD Thesis 'Investigations into the Detection of Underivatised Steroids With Surface
Assisted Laser Desorption Ionisation Mass Spectrometry', Flinders University, 2009
[3] Rachel West, Honours Thesis, Flinders University, Nov 2011
[4] Danielle Butzbach, PhD Thesis 'The stability of selected psychiatric medications during simulated
post-mortem decomposition' Flinders University, October 2011
[5] Russell Fuller, Honours Thesis, Flinders University Nov 2012
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SunPM-05
GCMS-HS-SPME Analysis of Volatile Metabolites Produced by a Lung Cancer Cell
Line
UshaKalluri, Mark A Myers
University of Ballarat, Australia; ukalluri@students.ballarat.edu.au
Exhaled breath of lung cancer patients contains volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that may be useful
biomarkers of the disease and so provide a non-invasive early screening test. However, most lung cancer
VOCs reported are not disease specific and their metabolic origins are unknown. Cell culture
metabolomics allows for both discovery of novel biomarkers of pathological conditions and investigation
of metabolic pathways producing such compounds.
Our aim is to compare VOCs produced under different physiological culture conditions. Here we present
method development and results for hyperoxic culture of A549 cells. Of 33 VOCs found, a C11 alkane,
possibly n-undecane, and 3-octanone were unique to the cancer cell line. Interestingly, n-undecane, has
been reported to be a component in the exhaled breath of lung cancer patients. In conclusion, a method
for detecting VOCs from lung cancer cells has been developed.
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MonAM-01
Large scale protein quantitation: challenges and approaches
Stephen Tate, GordanaIvosev, Ron Bonner.

Mass Spectrometric analysis of proteins is confounded by the need to break the proteins into smaller
fragments, i.e. peptides. These are analyzed by fragmentation methods such as collision-induced
dissociation resulting in further issues in the analysis of the protein. Strategies for protein identification
have resulted in the ability to derive a peptide identification from the fragmentation spectra with an
associated confidence, which is then passed to the protein level so the form of the protein present can
be inferred from the most likely combination of peptides resulting in a final protein score which reflects
the likelihood of the protein being present in the sample.

In quantitation the measurement is not a peptide but a signal that is derived from the analysis of
peptide fragment ions that leads to similar issues in defining the response of a protein. The
implementation of data independent analysis for quantification generates an additional challenge since
the amount of data being processed is much larger than before. The use of internal standards is also
problematic as the number of peptides being processed, and the cost of the standards, is increasing
dramatically. As data is now collected in non targeted manner all species are visible which emphasizes
the need for careful analysis of the results. This generally requires a number of biological and technical
replicates, which further compounds the processing challenge.

This paper will highlight the strengths and weaknesses of different quantitation methods (i.e. data
independent and targeted analyses) for the analysis of proteins within complex mixtures. Showing the
confounding issues which occur when the number of proteins being quantified is large and proposes a
statistical method to determine protein signal levels using confidence factors determined from the raw
MS signal which are propagated from transition to protein.
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MonAM-02
Elemental imaging by laser ablation ICP-MS of metal hyperaccumulating plant
tissue.
Damien Lee Callahan1, David Bishop2, Dominic Hare2, Philip Doble2, Ute Roessner1
1

Metabolomics Australia, The University of Melbourne, Parkville, VIC 3010, Australia; 2Elemental Bioimaging Facility, Department of Chemistry and Forensic Science, University of Technology Sydney,
Broadway NSW 2007, Australia; damienlc@unimelb.edu.au
Some plants have the ability to not only survive in metal-rich soils but to also sequester and store
exceptionally high levels of metals in their tissues. These plants, called hyperaccumulators, have unique
molecular mechanisms which prevent them from succumbing to the toxic effects of high metal ion
concentrations. Knowledge of the localisation and distribution of elements is important for
understanding how hyperaccumulators store toxic amounts of metals without interfering with essential
metabolic processes. Laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) was used to
produce whole leaf elemental images from_Noccaeacaerulescens_which is a multi-element
hyperaccumulator. Plants were treated with Ni, Zn and Cd and detailed images show different
accumulation patterns for the hyperaccumulated metals as well co-localisation of other essential metals.
This has implications for nutrient acquisition and suggests different storage mechanisms for the
accumulated metals.

MonAM-03
Characterising the distribution of sphingolipids in the human lens using
complementary mass spectrometry techniques
Jo Ann Seng1, Jessica R Hughes2, Roger JW Truscott3, Todd W Mitchell4, Stephen J Blanksby1
1

University of Wollongong, Australia; 2Graduate School of Medicine, University of Wollongong, Australia;
Illawara Health and Medical Research Institute, University of Wollongong, Australia; 4School of Health
Sciences, University of Wollongong, Australia; joannseng@gmail.com

3

Sphingolipids are the major lipid class present in the human lens and undergo dramatic alterations in
abundance and distribution with age. These changes appear to be region specific with
dihydrosphingomyelin levels increasing in the barrier region and dihydroceramide levels increasing in
the lens nucleus. By combining thin layer chromatography (TLC) with desorption electrospray ionisation
mass spectrometry (DESI-MS) we have expanded our analysis to several low abundance and previously
uncharacterisedsphingolipid classes. More than 30 molecular species were identified, belonging to 11
sphingolipid sub-classes. This demonstrates the utility of TLC/DESI-MS for the detection and
characterisation of low abundance lipids within a complex extract. To further study the distribution of
these sphingolipids, lens tissue slices were analysed by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionisation
(MALDI)-MS, generating the first MS images to reveal the distribution of glycosphingolipids in the lens.
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MonAM-04
Energy-Dependent Fragmentation of Mass-Balanced 1H/2H Isotope Dipeptide
Tags: High- vs. Low-Mass Signal Ions for Protein Quantitation and Temperature
Measurement
Seung Koo Shin, JongcheolSeo, Hye-Joo Yoon
Pohang University of Science and Technology, Korea, Republic of (South Korea); skshin@postech.ac.kr
Peptide fragmentations into b- and y-type ions allow the identification and quantification of proteins.
Recently, we have developed a variety of mass-balanced 1H/2H isotope dipeptide tags (MBITs) for
simultaneous quantification and identification of proteins using tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS).
Amine-modifying MBITs join N-acylatedXaa-Ala dipeptide to primary amines of sample peptides. Amino
acid Xaa can be diversified from the natural one (Ala, Ser, Val, Gln, His, Phe, Arg, Tyr) to the artificial one
having an alkyl side chain. In the case of Ala-Ala dipeptide, the N-acyl group can be varied from CH3CO
to C8H17CO. H/D isotopes are differentially encoded in the methyl groups in Ala or N-acetyl moiety
(e.g., N-Acetyl-d3–Xaa–Ala vs. N-Acetyl–Xaa–Ala-d3 or N-Acyl–Ala-d3–Ala vs. N-Acyl–Ala–Ala-d3). MBITlinked peptides co-migrate in reverse-phase liquid chromatography (LC) with almost no significant H/D
isotope effects and provide 2-plex quantitation signals. Amide bond cleavage between Xaa and Ala
produces b- and y-type signal ions; a pair of low- and high-b_S ions separated by 3 Da in a commonlyused low-mass region and a pair of 3 Da-gapped high- and low-y_S ions in a noise-free high-mass region.
Notably, variable Xaa allows a shift of the signal mass window as well as a tuning og the LC elution-time.
Thus, a series of different MBITs can be combined together to perform multiplexed protein quantitation
employing LC-MS/MS. Importantly, high-mass y_S ions permit protein quantitation using ion trap mass
spectrometers innately carrying the 1/3 mass cut-off problem, whereas low-mass b_S ions enable
protein quantitation as well as measurement of the b_S ion temperature. In this talk, I will present
MBITs and their energy-dependent fragmentation to discuss relative abundances of high- vs. low-mass
signal
ions
as
a
function
of
collision
energy
and
ion
temperature.
See dx.doi.org/10.1021/jp308697v for references.
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MonAM-05
Unraveling changes in lipid composition in stimulated neurons and
neurosecretory cells by quantitative lipid profiling
David Kvaskoff, Vinod K. Narayana, Frederic A. Meunier
Queensland Brain Institute, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia; kvaskoff@uq.edu.au
Various studies have pointed to a role of lipids such as sphingolipids, phospholipids and sterols in
exocytosis but a quantitative approach to characterize all the global changes in lipids triggered by
secretagogue stimulation is missing.
Using a non-targeted lipidomics approach utilizing the MS/MS^all paradigm (ABSCIEX TripleTOF-MS, and
LipidView 1.1 database), we have identified significant changes in lipid composition elicited by
depolarization in neurons and neurosecretorychromaffin cells, such as phosphatidic acid, but also found
changes that were more specific to neurons or neurosecretory cells. Importantly certain lipids were
actually released upon stimulation of neuroexocytosis, including several glycerolipids,
glycerophospholipids and sphingolipids suggestive of a possible autocrine or paracrine role.
Our data provide a useful repository for further studies that underpin the mechanism of Ca2+dependent fusion of secretory vesicles with the plasma membrane.
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MonAM-06
Consistent changes in biomarkers (microbes and flora) and stable isotopes
across several major extinction events of our planet
K. Grice1, I. Melendez1, C.M.B. Jaraula1, K. Williford1, S. Tulipani1, B. Nabbefeld1, R. Summons2, M.
Böttcher3, R. Twitchett4
1

WA-Organic and Isotope Geochemistry Centre, Department of Chemistry, Curtin University, Perth, WA,
Australia.
2
Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, MIT, Cambridge, USA.
3
Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea Research, Geochemistry & Isotope Geochemistry, Marine Geology
Section, Warnemünde, Germany.
4

Plymouth University, Geography, Earth and Environmental Sciences, Plymouth, Devon, UK

The interaction of biological and geological processes has created the Earth and driven the evolution of
its biodiversity from early life. Organisms have continually adapted to changing environments, the
evolution of individual species has consequently impacted the chemical and physical properties of Earth.
Life’s signatures that reveal the evolution of biological forms and their geological consequences are not
only restricted to visible remnants (e.g. fossils), but also can encompass biomarkers, isotopic signals and
mineral associated fabrics. The changes in isotopic signals appear to be consistently similar for several
major geological events of our planet. The ‘mother’ of all mass extinction events at the close of the
Permian near to the Permian/Triassic Boundary (Grice et al., 2005) shows remarkably similar conditions
to the series of events leading to the fourth largest extinction near to the Triassic/Jurassic boundary of
the Phanerozoic (Jaraula et al., 2012). There is a consistent association with massive volcanism,
synchronous isotopic perturbations in marine and atmosphere carbon reservoirs based on 13C of plant
waxes and marine sourced biomarkers. Chlorobi derived biomarkers and excursions in 34S of pyrite
confirm photic zone euxinia occurring at the onset of the marine collapse in both the end Permian and
end the Triassic events. Further the isotopic changes are also strongly related to the collapse/ recycling
of organic matter from the marine and terrestrial ecosystems (Nabbefeld et al., 2010).
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Bowie Medalist
Mass Spectrometry in Chemical Defence
Andrew M. McAnoy
Human Protection and Performance Division
Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO), Melbourne, Australia.
Mass Spectrometry has a pivotal role in Chemical Defence from field-screening of suspect samples
through to the complete characterisation of Chemical Warfare Agents (CWAs) and toxins in a laboratory.
MS methods can also interrogate the fundamental properties of CWAs to provide greater insight into
chemical processes such as their degradation. For example, why is perhydrolysis different to hydrolysis
when it involves the nerve agent VX?
DSTO maintains an analytical capability for the detection and verification of CWAs in accordance with
Australia’s commitment to the Chemical Weapons Convention. This presentation will discuss how DSTO
applies this analytical capability to support Australia’s Defence today and investigate new applications
with potential benefits for tomorrow.
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TueAM-01
The New Tandem MS: Ion Mobility Spectrometry/Mass Spectrometry
Gary L. Glish
Department of Chemistry, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599, USA
Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is one of the most powerful methods available to the modern
analytical chemist. However, as instruments become more and more sensitive there is an increasing
challenge of isomeric and isobaric ions interfering with the analysis. The conventional approach to
overcoming this problem is to use liquid chromatography (LC) to separate analytes prior to ionization.
While LC is a powerful analytical technique in its own right, it has some limitations when combined with
mass spectrometry. A couple of important limitations are that the time frame of an LC separation is
much slower than mass spectrometry (minutes vs. seconds or less), and the order of analyte analysis
cannot be adjusted in real-time. Additionally, sometimes multiple ion structures can be formed during
or after ionization. An alternative, or complement, to LC to address these issues is ion mobility
spectrometry (IMS). Ion mobility separates ions based on their shape-to-charge ratio as opposed to the
mass-to-charge separation of mass spectrometry. Thus, IMS and MS can be very complementary in the
separation and identification of isomers and isobars.
There are a couple of different approaches to implement ion mobility separations each having its
own advantages. Mobility separations in time, such as traveling wave IMS and drift tube IMS, can be
particularly useful for fundamental applications like determining ion cross-sections and structures of
ions. Conversely, separations in space using differential ion mobility spectrometry can be valuable for
analytical uses, especially for applications such as real-time analysis of aerosols where LC is not even an
option.
In this presentation the use of IMS for fundamental and analytical applications will be discussed.
Examples will be shown using IMS for fundamental studies of peptide ion structure, real-time analysis of
organic aerosols, and detection of targeted compounds in complex matrices.
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TueAM-02
From Qualitative to Quantitative: The Evolution of Glycoproteomics
Michael Blank1; David Horn1, Marshall Bern2, Michael Athanas1, Amol Prakash3, Scott Peterman3, Julian
Saba1, Rosa Viner1
1

Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA, 2Protein Metrics, Palo Alto, CA, 3Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Cambridge, MA, USA
Protein glycosylation is an important PTM that plays crucial roles in various biochemical processes.
Comprehensive structural characterization of glycoproteins is necessary to fully understand the different
functions that glycans confer to proteins. This includes localization of glycosylation site, determination
of glycan structures and quantification of the various glycoforms. Previously, we reported on a fully
automated workflow for glycopeptides characterization1. Here we extend this workflow from qualitative
to quantitative in order to identifiy and to quantify differential glycoforms of human prostate specific
antigen (PSA) as a part of the 2012 ABRF Glycoproteomics Research Group (gPRG) study. The study was
conducted to determine the ability of the international glycomics community to compare Nglycosylation profiles between two different sources of PSA (PSA and PSA high pI isoform).
Our strategy consisted of using both top-down and bottom-up proteomics approaches to characterize
PSA samples, and to gauge the advantages and limitations of each workflow for quantitative
glycoproteomics. All samples wereanalyzed either as intact or as LysC digested on an Orbitrap Elite with
ETD. Both approaches correctly identified PSA and its isoform, as well as, the sites of glycosylation,
including a second glycosylation site (Asn78). This second site is due to the mutation of aspartic acid to
asparagine.
Glycoform profiling was performed employing both strategies. Significant differences in the composition
of glycans were observed between PSA and the high pI isoform. Both approaches quantified more than
fifty glycoforms with a relative amount of >0.1%. However, the quantitative results produced by each
strategy were inconsistent. This difference could be explained by sample preparation and/or digestion
efficiency.
Several novel bioinformatics tools were developed and implemented for glycopeptides and glycoprotein
identification and quantification. These will also be discussed in this presentation
Proposed workflow can be used for simultaneous qualitative and quantitative glycoproteomics.
1. Saba, J. et al “Increasing the productivity of glycopeptides analysis by using higher-energy
collision dissociation-accurate mass-product-dependent electron transfer dissociation”, J.Int J
Proteomics. 2012;2012:560391
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TueAM-03
Probing the Structure of Protein Assemblies by Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry
Tara Pukala, Antonio Calabrese, Danielle William, Yanqin Liu, Deanna Carmen, John Bowie
University of Adelaide, Australia; tara.pukala@adelaide.edu.au
Protein interactions play important roles in controlling cellular processes and offer targets for
therapeutic intervention. However, the heterogeneity and transient nature of macromolecular
complexes means their structures can be difficult to characterise using traditional methods. Ion
mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) has emerged as a technique capable of defining protein complex
identity, stoichiometry, size, structural arrangement and subunit interactions in a single experiment.
Here we describe further developments in our novel negative ion chemical cross-linking approach,
recently coupled with IM-MS analysis for the rapid detection and site specific localisation of protein
binding interactions. In addition, we show that a combination of chemical cross-linking and IM-MS cross
section data can provide low resolution structural models for protein complexes of unknown structure,
in particular for proteins associated with misfolding and aggregation diseases.

TueAM-04
Sequential Functional Group Selective Derivatization and High Resolution Mass
Spectrometry for Comprehensive Lipidome Analysis
Gavin E. Reid, Cassie J. Fhaner
Michigan State University, United States of America; reid@chemistry.msu.edu
A strategy involving sequential functional group selective derivatization of aminophospholipid and
plasmenyl ether containing lipids performed directly on intact cell or tissue samples, coupled with
positive ionization mode high resolution accurate mass spectrometry and targeted tandem mass
spectrometry analysis, is shown to significantly improve the capabilities of ‘shotgun’ high
resolution/accurate mass spectrometry for comprehensive lipidome analysis without need for lipid
extraction or sample handling prior to analysis. The application of this strategy is demonstrated for the
identification, characterization and comparative quantification of the sum compositions and/or
molecular lipid identities of >600 individual glycerolipid, glycerophospholipid, sphingolipid and
cholesterol lipid species between primary and metastatic colorectal cancer cell lines, thereby providing
insights into the role of aberrant lipid metabolism in the onset and progression of disease.
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TueAM-05
Inactivation of thiol-dependent enzymes by the myeloperoxidase-derived
oxidant, hypothiocyanous acid: Evidence for reversible and irreversible thiol
oxidation
Tessa J. Barrett1,2, David I. Pattison1,2, Stephen E. Leonard3, Kate S. Carroll4, Michael J. Davies1,2, Clare L.
Hawkins1,2
1

The Heart Research Institute, Sydney, Australia; 2Sydney Medical School, University of Sydney,
Australia; 3Chemical Biology Graduate Program, University of Michigan, USA; 4Department of Chemistry,
The Scripps Research Institute, USA; pattisond@hri.org.au
Hypothiocyanous acid (HOSCN) is produced by myeloperoxidase (MPO) at sites of inflammation and is
considered a thiol-specific oxidant. We show that HOSCN inactivates critical thiol-dependent enzymes
(creatine kinase (CK), glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH)) in macrophage cells. The
modifications leading to CK and GAPDH inactivation by HOSCN were probed in isolated enzymes using
peptide mass mapping. In both enzymes the active site Cys residue was readily oxidised, with other Cys
residues damaged at higher HOSCN doses. At low HOSCN doses, trapping with dimedone confirmed
reversible formation of sulfenic acids (RSOH), with sulfenylthiocyanates (RSSCN) detected by
radioisotope incorporation. Higher HOSCN doses led to irreversible Cys oxidation to sulfinic (RSO2H) and
sulfonic (RSO3H) acids. This peptide mass mapping study provides the first direct evidence for sulfenic
acid formation on HOSCN-oxidised proteins, and suggests that HOSCN could perturb cellular redox
signaling.
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TueAM-06
Characterization of IgG Fc glycosylation in plasma via a generic proteomics
approach shows significantalterations in Alzheimer’s disease and sex differences
in progressive mild cognitive impairment
Susanna L. Lundstrom1, Hongqian Yang1, Yaroslav Lyutvinskiy1, Dorothea Rutishauser1, Hilkka Soininen2,
Roman A. Zubarev1
1

Department of Medical Biochemistry and Biophysics, KarolinskaInstitutet, Sweden; 2Department of
Neurology, University of Eastern Finland, Finland; Susanna.Lundstrom@ki.se
Herein we hypothesized that IgG-glycosylation in blood will alter in Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
progression. A generic proteomics approach was used with no glycoprotein enrichment. 158 samples
grouped as control, stable mild cognitive impairment (SMCI), progressive (P)MCI and AD were examined
by high resolution RP-LC-MS/MS employing HCD and ETD mode. Glycopeptides were characterized by
retention times and mass accuracy (<10 ppm) of 2+, 3+ and 4+ ions of IgG1 and IgG2. Glycoforms and
peptide sequences were validated by MS/MS and IgG standard, and quantified using in house software.
Results showed shifts in AD (p<0.05) compared to other groups with indications of declined ability to
suppress inflammation. Additionally, sex differences in the PMCI stage (p<0.01) were observed
indicating exacerbations in females but not males. The approach used in this study may have potential in
clinical applications since it simultaneously produces data on protein abundances and Asp isomerization
status.
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TuePM-01
Mass Spectrometry in the Australian Landscape
Noel Davies
University of Tasmania, Australia; noel.davies@utas.edu.au
Mass spectrometry has played a crucial role in developing our understanding of the complex chemical
ecology of the Australian bush and plantation forests. Pheromones used for communication between
individuals of the same species, and the chemical defences of eucalypts against herbivory and fungal
decay are part of this broad picture. On the other side of an evolutionary battle, herbivorous marsupials
have evolved unique and complex metabolic pathways to counter their otherwise toxic essential oil and
phenolic rich diet. A wide range of organic chemical classes from relatively simple (but often novel)
aliphatic compounds through to hydrolysable tannins, condensed tannins, flavonoids,
formylatedphloroglucinol compounds (FPCs), and highly oxidized terpenes are part of this complex
network.
As well as being fundamental to the assignment of known organic compounds, mass spectrometry has
enabled the determination of the structures or partial structures of many new compounds in these
groups. Examples include highly oxidized terpene metabolites (including the major koala metabolites),
the discovery of the mechanism of feeding deterrence conferred by the presence of high FPC levels in
eucalypt leaves, the discovery of many new types of FPCs in eucalypt leaves and wood, an increased
understanding of eucalypt tannin chemistry, and highly complex possum cloacal pheromone secretions.
This presentation will describe some of these examples of our research on Australian flora and fauna.
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TuePM-02
The effect of insect-virus interactions on the wheat metabolome under
increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide.
Simone Vassiliadis1,2,3, Jo Luck4, Kim Plummer3, Kevin Powell5, Simone Rochfort1,3
1

Department of Primary Industries, Biosciences Research Division. 5 Ring Rd, Bundoora, Victoria,
Australia.;2Department of Primary Industries, Biosciences Research Division. 621 Burwood Hwy,
Knoxfield, Victoria, Australia; 3Faculty of Science, Technology and Engineering. Botany Department, La
Trobe University, Bundoora, Victoria, Australia; 4Plant Biosecurity Cooperative Research Centre, Level 2,
Building 22, Innovation Centre, University Dr, University of Canberra, Bruce, ACT, Australia; 5Department
of Primary Industries, Biosciences Research Division, Chiltern Valley Rd, Rutherglen, Victoria, Australia;
simone.vassiliadis@dpi.vic.gov.au
Rising CO2 associated with climate change may affect the interactions between plants, pathogens and
their vectors. Although plant response to elevated CO2 (eCO2) has been well studied, little is
understood about the interactions between plants, insects and pathogens under simulated future
climates. Subsequently, there is a lack of knowledge on how the plant and vector metabolome will
respond to future atmospheric changes.
Controlled environment growth chambers are being used to study the effect of eCO2 on this complex
system. Experiments so far have examined the change in the metabolome of aerial wheat tissue due to
infection by Barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) as transmitted by the aphid Rhopalosiphumpadi under
atmospheric CO2 and eCO2 (650ppm). Metabolomic analysis by LCMS profiling will be presented.
Preliminary analysis reveals strong metabolic shift between control and virus infected plants with a
more moderate effect due to eCO2.

TuePM-03
ESI-MS of non-covalent quadruplex DNA binders
Monica Louise Birrento1, Karina Porter2, Siritron Samosorn3, Tracy Bryan2, Jenny Beck1
1

University of Wollongong, Australia; 2Children's Medical Research Institute, Australia; 3Srinakharinwirot
University, Thailand; mlb964@uowmail.edu.au
Human telomeric DNA contains contiguous guanine residues capable of forming four-stranded helical
structures known as G-quadruplexes (qDNA). Telomeric DNA is associated with cell life regulation and is
a factor in cancer cell immortalisation. Ligand-based stabilisation of telomericqDNA structures has been
suggested as a possible selective method for anti-cancer therapy. Electrospray-ionisation mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS) was used to investigate the binding stoichiometry of 13-substituted berberinebased ligands to qDNA molecules. QDNA selectivity of these ligands over duplex DNA was also examined
using ESI-MS. The stabilities of the qDNA-ligand complexes in the mass spectrometer were compared
with their solution stabilities as judged by circular dichroism (CD) melting experiments. The correlation
between ESI-MS and CD measurements will be presented.
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TuePM-04
Well-controlled
pH
gradient
cation-exchange
chromatography-mass
spectrometry for charge heterogeneity profiling of monoclonal antibodies
Mohammad Talebi1, Nathan Lacher2, Emily Hilder1, Paul Haddad1
1

University of Tasmania,
mtalebi@utas.edu.au

Australia;

2

Pfizer

BioTherapeutics

Pharmaceutical

Sciences,

USA;

A novel pH gradient elution system is introduced capable of resolving charge variants of some of the
therapeutic monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) with the possibility of direct coupling to ESI-TOF-MS. The
suggested separation conditions consist of ammonium hydroxide at a very low concentration (5 mM) at
two different pH values (9.5 and 10.5) as eluents together with a cation-exchange monolithic column.
The averaged mass spectrum of an intact mAb after pH gradient elution featured multiply charged ions
from 24+ to 30+ demonstrating charge states attributed to the existence of different species (isoforms).
Deconvolution of the intact mass spectrum was performed using a maximum entropy algorithm. Four
different isomers with their exact MW were proposed. Although unambiguous characterisation of
isoforms was hindered by limited MS resolution, the results here suggested the suitability of the
proposed approach for the study of charge heterogeneity in large proteins such as mAbs.

TuePM-05
Structure and Reactivity of Novel Silver Hydride Clusters
AthanasiosZavras, George N. Khairallah, Timothy Connell, Jonathan M. White, Paul S. Donnelly, Richard
A.J. O'Hair
School of Chemistry and Bio21 Molecular Science and Biotechnology Institute University of Melbourne 30
Flemington Rd, Parkville, Victoria 3010 (Australia)
The pursuit of metal hydride chemistry has been intensively investigated due to the role as critical
intermediates in catalytic reactions.1 The potential of metal hydrides is also relevant to the advent of
discovering new candidates as hydrogen storage materials.2 Understanding the structural aspects and
chemistry of potential candidates is crucial to the design of new hydrogen storage materials.3
The novel [Ag3HL13]2+ and [Ag10H8L6]2+ silver hydride clusters were synthesised in solution, L =
bis(diphenylphosphino)methane (dppm), and a thorough investigation of the unimolecular and
bimolecular chemistry of these clusters in the gas phase chemistry via tandem mass spectrometry was
undertaken.
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WedAM-01
Preparatory Mass Spectrometry – an Emerging Tool for Controlled Preparation
of Novel Materials
Julia Laskin
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, United States of America; Julia.laskin@pnnl.gov
Immobilization of complex molecules on solid supports plays an important role in a variety of disciplines
including materials science, catalysis and biochemistry. The ability to control precisely the composition
and shape of complex molecules immobilized on surfaces is crucial for the development of next
generation materials with carefully tailored properties. Mass spectrometry (MS) is emerging as a novel
preparatory technique for highly selective surface modification. Preparatory MS relies on deposition of
mass-selected ions onto surfaces. Ion-surface collisions have been used for both non-covalent and
covalent immobilization of complex molecules on surfaces. Soft-landing defined as deposition of intact
ions onto solid or liquid surfaces introduces unprecedented selectivity and specificity into the surface
modification step by eliminating the effect of solvent and sample contamination on the quality of the
film and enables preparation of high-purity uniform thin films on surfaces. Soft-landing has been used
for purification of compounds from complex mixtures, deposition of mass-selected cluster ions on
substrates, preparation of helical peptide arrays, understanding of proton-mediated chemistry on
surfaces, and investigation of surface templating phenomena. The ability to select the mass-to-charge
ratio of the precursor ion, its kinetic energy and charge state along with precise control of the size,
shape and position of the ion beam on the target makes soft-landing an attractive approach for surface
modification. Alternatively, ion-surface collision may induce bond formation between the precursor ion
or its fragments and the surface. This process is called reactive landing. Systematic study of the factors
that affect reactive landing demonstrated that the reaction takes place during collision between the ion
and the surface and the reaction efficiency increases with increase in collision energy. Studies using
model systems demonstrated that the reactive deposition may be very efficient with almost every
collision resulting in bond formation between the projectile ion and the surface. Finally, soft-landing
enables fundamental understanding of charge reduction and charge transfer phenomena on surfaces.
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WedAM-02
A new true 3D hyperbolic Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance ion cell
Igor V. Filippov1, Peter J. Derrick2
1

Institute of Fundamental Sciences, Massey University, New Zealand; 2Department of Physics, Auckland
University, New Zealand; i.filippov@massey.ac.nz

A new Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) ion cell is described.
It is well known that it is desirable to create electric field as close to hyperbolic as possible, because the
hyperbolic field maintains phase synchronism of ion movement. Our approach is based on creating a
true 3D hyperbolic field within the whole cell volume. A new electrode system, consisting of two
excitation and two detection electrodes with hyperbolic profile, creates electric field with quadratic
potential distribution along all coordinates. The ion cloud generates a long time-domain signal. The
cyclotron frequency for ions of the same mass-to-charge ratio remains constant during detection,
increasing resolution dramatically. The electrode system has a large volume, compared with the Paul
trap. The aspect ratio (length/radius) is easily adjusted to accommodate the particular design of the
magnet bore.

WedAM-03
Dissecting the Insect Detoxification Machinery with Twin Ion Metabolite
Extraction (TIME) Mass Spectrometry
Kin Kuan Hoi1, Paul Battlay2, Charlie Robin2, Phil Daborn2, Phil Batterham2, Richard A.J. O’Hair1,
William A. Donald1
1

School of Chemistry, Bio21 Institute, U Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria, 3010; 2Department of
Genetics, Bio21 Institute, U Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria, 3010; hughhoi@hotmail.com
Insecticides are responsible for ~50% of the global crop yield and billions of dollars are spent
fighting pests and the development of pest resistance. Although metabolic based insecticide
resistance has been documented, the involving biochemical pathways have not been
characterized. Given that this information can be used to rationally design insecticides that are
potent and metabolic stable. Here, we describe the development of a mass spectrometry
method (twin ion metabolite extraction mass spectrometry; TIME-MS) that can be used to
rapidly investigate the specific in vivo biochemical pathways involved in the detoxification of
insecticides as a result of metabolic based resistance. By integrating this mass spectrometry
technique with methods from genetics, the direct effect of the overexpression of a single P450
detoxification gene on the metabolism of an insecticide in vivo can be carefully investigated.
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WedAM-04
Energy-resolved Ion Mobility Tandem Mass Spectrometry - A New Way for
Characterizing Isomeric Ions Formed in Fragmentation Processes
Takemichi Nakamura1, Yayoi Hongo1, Takae Takeuchi2
1

RIKEN, Japan; 2Nara Women’s University, Japan; takemi@postman.riken.go.jp

We propose energy-resolved ion mobility tandem mass spectrometry (ER-IMS/MS/MS) as a means to
interrogate fragmentation processes that involve isomerization and/or isomer formation. The ERIMS/MS/MS approach enables us to detect structural changes (or isomerization) of gas-phase ions prior
to and/or in parallel to fragmentation, which give changes in m/z. Current ER-IMS/MS/MS experimental
setting employs a traveling-wave ion mobility tandem mass spectrometer (Synapt G2, Waters). To test
the utility of this approach, we've examined collision induced dissociation process of a variety of small
and middle size (<2,000 Da) organic molecules including the ones that have macro cyclic structures. It
turned out that structural changes prior to and/or in parallel to fragmentation occur frequently and they
are readily detected with current experimental setting. Isomeric ions formed in fragmentation pathways
can also be revealed by this approach. Examples of structural changes and isomeric ions will be shown;
possible implications to identification/structural characterization of small molecules will also be
discussed.
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WedAM-05
From High Resolution MS to Elemental Composition: Improvement in Mass
Measurement Accuracy and Resolving Power Using a New Compensated Fourier
Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Cell.
Matthias Pelzing1, Aiko Barsch2, Goekhan Baykut2
1

Bruker Biosciences, Australia; 2Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, Germany; mp@bdal.de

A recently described Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) analyzer cell (Nikolaev et al.,
JASMS 2011) with dynamic harmonization of the electric fields in the Penning trap, together with
improvements in vacuum system, electronics and instrument control and data acquisition software,
enables for the first time ultrahigh resolving power for FTICR-MS systems equipped with magnets with
medium field strength.
Utilizing the ultrahigh resolving power of the new instrument enables the possibility of determining the
elemental composition of metabolites using the peak area ratio of 13C, 15N, 18O, and 34S isotopic fine
structure observed by FT-ICR-MS.
This allows to literally “reading out” the correct elemental composition for the targeted compounds. We
have demonstrated for myxoprincomide, a recently discovered myxobacterial secondary metabolite,
that this approach enables an unequivocal molecular formula generation for a compound with MW
>100.

WedAM-06
Fluorescence spectroscopy of organic dye-sensitized nanoparticles suspended in
an ion trap
ViktorasDryza, Jessica Le Nguyen, Evan John Bieske
School of Chemistry, The University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia; vdryza@unimelb.edu.au
Improving the performance of next generation solar cells is a critical step towards a clean energy future.
Dye-sensitized solar cells are promising devices for providing efficient, yet low cost, energy conversion.
The dye sensitizer’s function is to absorb sunlight and then inject the promoted electron into the metaloxide electrode's conduction band.
To afford a clearer view of the light-harvesting mechanisms for organic dye sensitizers, we have isolated
dye-sensitized metal-oxide nanoparticles in the gas phase. Laser-induced acoustic desorption is used to
introduce charged particles into a quadrupole ion trap that has an optically open design [1]. The
suspended particles are then probed with pulsed laser light, which excites the attached organic dye
molecules. The recorded fluorescence decay curves are analyzed to determine the rates of ground state
relaxation and electron injection.
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WedPM-01
Metabolomic strategies for the search of original stress induced biomarkers in
plants and fungi
Jean-Luc Wolfender
School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, EPGL, University of Geneva, University of Lausanne, 30, quai ErnestAnsermet, CH-1211 Geneva, Switzerland
Swiss Federal Research Station AgroscopeChangins-Wädenswil, Route de Duillier, P.O. Box 1012, CH1260 Nyon, Switzerland
Classical pharmacognosy investigations have always been related to the bioactivity guided fractionation
of constitutive secondary metabolites of plants for their isolation and use as possible leads for the
development of new drugs. Plants and fungi possess inducible pathways that are activated in responses
to stress that can produce highly bioactive defense compounds upon elicitation. Natural products
produced by these pathways need to be identified and investigated further for an evaluation of their
biological properties.
In this respect metabolomics represent an ideal approach to highlight biomarker induction in complex
plant or microorganism crude extracts. In this context we have developed MS-based metabolomics
methods that take advantages of UHPLC-TOF-MS fingerprinting and profiling for an efficient localization
of stress-induced biomarkers. Their de novo structure identification is assured by subsequent LC-MS
targeted microisolation and microflowNMR analysis. The same microfractionation enabled an early
assessment of their bioactive potential by the development of adapted sensitive bioassays at the
microgram scale.
We have use this type of strategy to identify biomarkers in various biological issues such as the wound
response, the induction of resistance in vineyard or herbivory-maize interactions below and aboveground. In this context a new project aim at the study of natural product induction in co-culture of
fungal and microbial strains will be discussed. In this case interaction zone between combative fungal
strains in Petri dishes were analyzed differentially from their corresponding pure culture strains and the
antifungal activity of the extracts was evaluated after stress elicitation. The approach revealed a strong
induction of new metabolites at the confrontation zone.
The combination of both metabolomics with adapted bioassay has a great potential to identify new
bioactive compounds produced dynamically in various stress responses. Furthermore a comprehensive
interpretation of all the data generated may bring key information for a better understanding important
stress response phenomena.
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WedPM-02
Technique rather than technology-driven metabolomics: application to
metabolites in soil
Charles Robert Warren
University of Sydney, Australia; charles.warren@sydney.edu.au
Soil is the most biodiverse habitat on Earth and underpins productivity of all terrestrial ecosystems. We
have encyclopaedic knowledge of inorganic nutrients in soil, yet know almost nothing about (organic)
metabolites in soil. This is surprising because exchanges of metabolites among organisms are arguably
as important as exchange of inorganic nutrients.
This presentation will describe development of mass spec based approaches for analysing metabolites in
the soil solution. Rather than adopt the usual technology driven approach (newer instruments that are
faster, higher resolution, better accuracy...), the analytical approach has focussed on extracting
maximum information from existing technology. Methods to be discussed include: CE-MS with MS^n to
obtain confident ID, and GC-MS with combined use of chemical ionization and electron ionization to aid
in ID and deconvolution.

WedPM-03
Lipidomics for an inborn error of sphingolipid metabolism
Maria Fuller
SA Pathology, Australia; maria.fuller@adelaide.edu.au
The regulation of sphingolipid metabolism is complex in vivo, occurring at multiple levels to control for
substrate flux through synthetic and catabolic pathways. It involves both enzymatic activities in these
pathways and sphingolipids themselves, since the product of one reaction serves as a substrate for
another. In the most common inborn error of sphingolipid metabolism, Gaucher disease, there is a
genetic defect in the enzyme in the catabolic pathway that breaks down glucosylceramide. This block in
catabolism alters the overall flow of sphingolipid metabolites. Using LC-ESI-MS/MS to measure many
lipids simultaneously shows that, in addition to glucosylceramide, the levels of metabolically related
sphingolipids, phospholipids and lyso-derivatives are altered in Gaucher disease. This reveals a clearer
picture of disease activity improving diagnosis, prognosis and therapy monitoring for patients with
Gaucher disease, as well as the evaluation of an adjunct therapy.
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SunP-01
Photo-Induced Isomerism of Gas Phase Ions
Neville Joseph Alan Coughlan, Brian David Adamson, Evan John Bieske
University of Melbourne, Australia; nevcoughlan@gmail.com
The project is concerned with investigating the properties and behaviour of photo-active molecular ions
in the gas phase. The target molecules play an important role in many contexts including human vision,
and in prospective new devices such as light activated molecular switches and molecular motors. The
approach to be used for studying these species is based around a purpose built apparatus for measuring
the drift speed of ions through helium gas, with the provision for exposing the ions to laser radiation,
altering their conformation and consequently their collision cross section and drift speed. Corresponding
ab Initio calculations are used to predict molecular stuctures, collision cross sections and reduced
mobilities. Photo-isomerisation and photo-fragmentation has been demonstrated for the dicyanine dye,
HITC. Corresponding studies of analogous laser dyes, including DTCI, DTDCI, DODCI, DCI-2 and
cryptocyanine, are underway.

SunP-02
IMS-MS as a probe for Absorption Spectoscopy
Brian David Adamson, Neville Joseph Alan Coughlan, Evan John Bieske
University of Melbourne, Australia; b.adamson@student.unimelb.edu.au
An ion mobility spectrometer has been constructed, with optical access to the drift region, and coupled
to a Quadrupole mass spectrometer.
Exposing the ions to tunable laser light as they traverse the drift region results in changes occurring to
both the ion mobility arrival time distribution and the mass spectrum. By monitoring these changes as a
function of laser wavelength, gas phase absorption spectra can be collected for ions that would
otherwise resist investigation.
Initial results presented here focus on the behaviour of the tricarbocyanine dye HITC+. In addition to
undergoing isomerization following absorption (and thus suitable as a test case for this instrument),
carbocyanine dyes are able to formally bond following oxidation in solution (accompanied by the loss of
Hydrogen). The homogenous photodissociation of the resulting bis-dye does not result in a change in
mass, however it does result in a change in mobility, and thus this process can be monitored.
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SunP-03
High resolution separation by C18 RP HPLC and Core-shell C18 packed capillary
columns and analysis of tryptic digests by nano-LC
Sydney Liu Lau, Mark Raftery
Bioanalytical Mass Spectrometry Facility, The University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia;
s.liulau@unsw.edu.au
Superficially porous particles (SPPs) have recently regained interest from chromatographers for UPLClike separations without the need for UPLC systems. SPPs have the potential to provide the excellent
chromatographic efficiencies of sub-2µm fully porous particles suitable for the separation of fmol
quantities of peptides at very low flow rates. The purpose of this study was to compare several selfpacked columns containing reverse-phase fully porous and core-shell column packings from different
manufacturers to evaluate whether there are any improvements with switching to core shell particle
packing in a nano-LC setting. The evaluations include comparing separation efficiencies and the number
of protein identifications obtained from running a tryptically digested yeast cell lysate on capillary
columns of different internal diameters and packing. Any observed improvements may represent
significant enhancements in the quality of the data for all types of proteomics experiments.

SunP-04
Characterisation of microbial infestation of COLORBOND® Steel roofs using
shotgun mass spectrometry
Nicole A. Pianegonda1,2, Tran Huynh3, Scott A. Rice3, Philip J. Barker1, Stephen J. Blanksby2
1
BlueScope Steel Research, Port Kembla, Australia; 2University of Wollongong, Australia; 3School of
Biotechnology and Biomolecular Sciences, University of New South Wales, Australia;
npianegonda@gmail.com
Microbial growth on the surface of COLORBOND® Steel roofs has a negative impact on aesthetics and
reduces the overall energy efficiency of the structure. In this study, electrospray ionisation mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS) via direct infusion of extracted organic material and liquid extraction surface
analysis mass spectrometry (LESA-MS) were applied to the analysis of laboratory provided fungi and
algae and also to microorganisms sourced from COLORBOND® Steel panels from outdoor exposure sites.
Targeted neutral loss and precursor scans for several classes of glycerophopholipids and their associated
fatty acyl components were acquired on a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer and compared between
extracts. The lipid profile obtained from LESA-MS closely matched that from ESI-MS and could be used
to differentiate between samples.
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SunP-05
UV-Vis Photodissociation Action Spectroscopy of Nitrogen Heterocycles
Christopher S. Hansen1,3, Benjamin B. Kirk1,3, Stephen J. Blanksby1,3, Richard A.J. O'Hair1,2, Adam J.
Trevitt1,3
1
School of Chemistry, University of Wollongong, NSW 2522 Australia; 2School of Chemistry, The
University of Melbourne, VIC 3010 Australia; 3ARC Centre of Excellence for Free Radical Chemistry and
Biotechnology, Australia; csh297@uowmail.edu.au
Nitrogen heterocycles are an important, topical class of compounds. They are abundant in nature as the
building blocks of many biomolecules and their derivatives are promising dyes in organic solar cells.
Despite their prevalence, little spectroscopic data exists that reveals the structure and stability of their
excited states. This is because efficient and rapid non-radiative deactivation pathways, a common
occurrence in nitrogen heterocyclic photochemistry, limit many conventional spectroscopic techniques.
This presentation will detail the method for recording photodissociation (PD) action spectra combining a
commercial mass spectrometer and tunable OPO laser source. We have recorded PD action spectra,
often with vibronic features, for a series of nitrogen heterocyclic cations including pyridinium, the
diaziniums and larger heterocycles that have organic solar cell applications. This provides new insights
into the excited-state behavior and stability of these important molecules.

SunP-06
Direct Detection and Characterisation of Additives from Polymers by Liquid
Extraction Surface Analysis-Mass Spectrometry
Martin R. L. Paine1, Todd W. Mitchell1, Philip J. Barker2, Stephen J. Blanksby1
1
University of Wollongong, Australia; 2BlueScope Steel Research, Australia; mpaine@uow.edu.au
Many polymers require formulation with the appropriate additives to give the desired physical and
chemical properties. This places a growing importance on the characterisation of polymers and their
additives. Mass spectrometry represents an ideal tool for this application and the development of useful
mass spectrometric techniques has received increasing attention. One such technique known as liquid
extraction surface analysis-mass spectrometry (LESA-MS) has proven to be a fast, simple and effective
method for the in situ detection of polymer additives and has been applied here for the analysis of
brominated flame retardants in plastic e-waste and biocides from plastic surface coatings. LESA-MS
analyses were performed using a TriVersaNanoMate® ionisation source coupled to a QTRAP® 5500 mass
spectrometer that allows targeted scanning modes including precursor-ion scanning, providing sensitive
and selective detection of specific chemical species.
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SunP-07
Single Microdroplet Mass Spectrometry
Brendon J Roberts, Bartholomew S Vaughn, Philip J Tracy, Benjamin B Kirk, Berwyck L J Poad, Stephen J
Blanksby, Adam J Trevitt
University of Wollongong, Australia; bjr955@uowmail.edu.au
Aerosol chemistry is affected by many variables e.g. particle size and composition in addition to
environmental parameters (temperature, humidity, photons). The ability to decouple these factors, and
reveal fundamental chemistry, requires new experimental techniques. We are developing single
microdroplet mass spectrometry to probe radical driven chemical processes in aerosols.
This poster will outline the design and implementation of an apparatus to produce on-demand
microdroplets that undergo ambient desorption upon contact with a high-voltage needle. The resultant
electrospray was analysed by ion-trap MS. Mass spectra of single 50 pLmicrodroplets of 1mM
rhodamine-6G are reported.
Single microdroplets of 4-iodo-N,N,N-trimethylbenzaminium in ethanol were irradiated with a UV laser
generating radicals within the droplet. Mass spectra reveals radical reaction products. Future work will
investigate the desorption process and measure the kinetics of radicals in microdroplets.

SunP-08
The application of Ultrafast Mass Spectrometry (UFMS) to achieve useful peak
definition in information rich UHPLC methods
Paul Michael Wynne1, Nigel Grieves1, Bruce Fraser2
1
Shimadzu Australasia, Australia; 2Shimadzu Australasia, New Zealand; paul.wynne@shimadzu.com.au
In UHPLC, rapid elution yields enhanced sensitivity through band compression when compared with
equivalent conventional techniques. The very narrow UHPLC peaks pose a dilemma for reproducible
quantitative analysis because the target windows for point-to-point peak definition are small. To realise
the potential of UHPLC techniques without compromising quantitative reproducibility or peak definition,
a UHPLC capable mass spectrometer must be able to perform desired experiments with sufficient speed
to precisely define narrow peaks and meet the informing power requirements of the method.
We describe the application LC-UFMSMS for the analysis of a variety of complex samples that vary on
the basis of both matrix and number of analytes. Fast scanning and switching speeds is shown for the
acquisition of simultaneous scan (monitoring), MRM (quantitation) and product-ion scan (identification)
data and examine the definition of UHPLC peaks on the basis of number of points across the peak.
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SunP-09
TOWARDS DETERMINATION OF NATURAL VARIATION IN BLOOD LIPIDS.
Husna Begum1, 2; Bowen Li2,3; Yingning Cai2 ;Guanghou Shui2,4; Yik Ying Teo3, Peter Little4; Markus R
Wenk1, 2
1 NUS Graduate School for Integrative Sciences & Engineering (NGS), Singapore.117456
2 Department of Biochemistry, Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine, National University of Singapore,
Singapore. 117597.
3 Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine, National University
of Singapore. 117597.
4 Life Sciences Institute, National University of Singapore, Singapore. 117456
husna_b@nus.edu.sg
Recent advances in mass spectrometry complement existing platforms in providing rapid and sensitive
methods for metabolite profiling. These emerging technologies allow better and more comprehensive
detection of various metabolites including lipids. Many unanswered questions remain on the impact of
genome natural variation in healthy population. The basis of biological variation cannot be completely
explained by genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics. Lipidomics offers an avenue to complement
these traditional technologies in helping to study lipid profiles across various conditions. Lipids have
been found to be important in human health where dysregulation has been reported in pathological
conditions such as neurological disorders, autoimmune diseases and cancer, among many. It is,
however, imperative to understand how lipids vary in normal physiological settings. As such, this study
aims to explore the range of biological variation in human plasma of various lipids including
glycerophospholipids, sphingolipids and sterol derivatives in 360 healthy fasting Singaporeans. Targeted
mass spectrometry using multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) was used to quantify over 100 individual
lipid species. In a first step, variation that is introduced by sample pre-processing and instrumentation,
i.e. technical variation, has been carefully considered. Ultimately, this work aims to quantify biological
variation in healthy Singaporean population and link metabolite patterns with genomic and
transcriptomic data to provide a biological meaning on underlying mechanisms.
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SunP-10
Lipidomic Analysis of Human Tears, Meibum and Contact Lenses: New Rapid
Screening Techniques
Simon H.J. Brown1, Carolina M.E. Kunnen2,3, Liam H. Huxtable4, Michael J. Kelso4, Eric B. Papas3,5, Percy
Lazon de la Jara2,5, Jennifer T. Saville4, Mark D.P. Willcox3, Stephen J. Blanksby4, Todd W. Mitchell1
1
School of Health Sciences, University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW, Australia; 2Vision CRC, Sydney,
NSW, Australia; 3School of Optometry and Vision Science, University of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW,
Australia; 4School of Chemistry, University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW, Australia; 5Brien Holden
Vision Institute, Sydney, NSW, Australia; simonb@uow.edu.au
Identification of the human tear film lipidome is vital in understanding the pathology of dry eye
syndrome. Lipidomic analysis of human tears and meibum – the primary source of tear film lipids present unique challenges. We have developed analytical protocols to overcome these challenges while
providing sufficient throughput for screening clinical samples.
Lipids were extracted using bi-phasic methods and analyzed by chip-based nano-ESI-MS. Tandem MS
allowed us to identify and quantify over 200 lipid species across six lipid classes. Comparison between
patient-matched tear and meibum samples suggests that the primary source of tear film lipid is indeed
meibum.
Liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA) was applied to directly analyze the lipid composition of contact
lenses deposits. Lipid profiles of contact lens deposits are strikingly similar to tears and meibum. Our
data show that LESA-MS is a rapid and comprehensive tool for characterization of lipid deposition on
contact lenses.

SunP-11
Free Fatty Acid Lipogenesis Derived from Dissolved Inorganic Carbon within
Cnidarian-Dinoflagellate Symbiosis.
Simon Dunn1, Michael Thomas2, Geoff Nette2, Sophie Dove1
1
ARC Centre of Excellence for Coral Reef Studies, Australia; 2Independent Marine Bio-Chemstry Research
P/L, Australia; geoff@imbcr.com.au
This study specifically focused on free fatty acid synthesis within both the dinoflagellateSymbiodinium
sp. symbionts and the cnidarian host Aiptasiapulchella. Fatty acids (FAs) were selected because of their
multiple roles, including energy storage, membrane fluidity and cell signalling. The study addressed free
FA lipogenesis by looking at enriched stable isotopic (13C) incorporation from dissolved inorganic carbon
(DI13C) as analysed by HPLC-MS. FAs derived from DI13C aligned, essentially, with a mixture of known
lipogenesis pathways. After 120hrs, 13C-enriched FA synthesis rates were attributed to a complex
integration of both n -3 and n -6 lipogenesis pathways within the dinoflagellates. There was no
detectible evidence of symbiont derived isotope fatty acids, catabolized 13C derivatives or DI13C being
directly utilized, in host FA lipogenesis. This has important connotations for linking nutrient sources with
metabolite production and the regulation of this symbiosis.
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SunP-12
It’s enough to make you cry: the effect of contact lens wear on tear
phospholipids
Jennifer T. Saville1, Zhenjun Zhao2, Mark D. P. Willcox3, Stephen J. Blanksby1, Todd W. Mitchell4
1
School of Chemistry, University of Wollongong, Australia; 2School of Advanced Medicine, Macquarie
University, Australia; 3School of Optometry and Vision Science, University of NSW, Australia; 4School of
Health Sciences, University of Wollongong, Australia; jts02@uowmail.edu.au
The tear film, located on the anterior surface of the eye, is vital to ocular health. A thin outer lipid layer
prevents excess evaporation and maintains tear film stability. Contact lens wear disrupts the tear film
and can result in lens-related dry eye disease and contact lens intolerance. In this study we analysed the
effect of contact lens wear on tear phospholipid (PL) concentrations after 30 min and 30 days of lens
wear using targeted ion scans. Sphingomyelin and phosphatidylserine concentrations were significantly
reduced after 30 days, while phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) was significantly increased after 30 mins.
Analysis of different contact lens materials showed that total PL and PE levels were reduced after 30
days in patients wearing senofilconA lenses, while phosphatidylcholine levels increased after 30 mins in
patients wearing balafilcon A lenses. These changes may have implications for the role of contact lens
material on tear film stability and contact lens intolerance.

SunP-13
Formation and collision-induced dissociation (CID) of anionic unsaturated fatty
acid-sodium ion complexes: A new approach for determining double bond
position
Michael C. Thomas, Jens Altvater, Thomas J. Gallagher, Geoffrey W. Nette
Independent Marine Bio-Chemical Research, Australia; Michaelt293@gmail.com
We have recently demonstrated that unsaturated fatty acid-sodium fluoride adduct ions form [M2H+Na]- ions via HF neutral loss upon CID. This is intriguing as this requires the deprotonation of the
fatty acid acyl chain. The formation of [M-2H+Na]- ions is proposed to be driven by the strong gas-phase
basicity of F-. This is evidenced by the low yield of [M-2H+Na]- ions from the CID of fatty acid-sodium
chloride adduct ions. Interestingly, the stronger gas-phase base, -OH, does not form stable [MH+NaOH]- ions but rather [M-2H+Na]- ions are observed directly in ESI-MS spectra. In terms of analytical
applicability, the CID of unsaturated fatty acid [M-2H+Na]- ions provides extensive fragmentation that
allows the positions of double bonds to be assigned. Within this presentation, the formation and CID of
unsaturated fatty acid [M-2H+Na]- ions will be discussed; in addition, results from the practical
application of this method to unknown fatty acids will be presented.
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SunP-14
Investigating changes to the human brain lipidome during ageing
Sarah E Norris, Todd W Mitchell, Roger JW Truscott, Paul L Else
Illawarra Health and Medical Research Institute, University of Wollongong, Australia;
sen965@uow.edu.au
Research into age-related disorders such as neurodegeneration is increasingly important. Limited
knowledge exists on the human brain lipidome and changes that occur over the lifespan; particularly
how these changes relate to those seen in neurodegeneration. This study examined membrane lipid
changes in regions of the human brain across the lifespan using shotgun lipidomics. Post mortem
samples of the motor cortex from 35 individuals aged between 18 and 104 years were fractionated to
obtain mitochondria and microsomes. Lipids were extracted from these fractions by a modified Folch
method. Mass spectrometry was performed on a QTRAP 5500 (ABSciex) equipped with a
TriveraNanoMatenano-ESI source (Advion Biosciences). Precursor ion and neutral loss scans were used
to target both phospholipid and sphingolipid species, which were identified and quantified using
LipidView (v1.1; ABSciex). The results showed changing amounts of polyunsaturates within phospholipid
species examined with age.

SunP-15
Revealing the Presence and Distribution of Phospholipid sn-positional Isomers
by Combining Desorption Electrospray Ionization with Ozone-induced
Dissociation
Rachel L. Kozlowski1, Todd W. Mitchell2, Stephen J. Blanksby1
1
School of Chemistry, University of Wollongong, Australia; 2School of Health Sciences, University of
Wollongong, Australia; rk843@uowmail.edu.au
Synthetic phosphatidylcholine (PC) standards and lipid extracts (chicken, sheep and cow) were spotted
onto teflon-coated glass slides. Extracts were analyzed using desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) in
conjunction with collision-induced dissociation and ozone-induced dissociation (CID/OzID) using a linear
ion-trap mass spectrometer.
DESI-CID/OzID revealed variations in the relative abundances of PC sn-positional isomers in a range of
lipid extracts. Current strategies used to identify this variation in molecular structure have limitations
that are overcome with CID/OzID. The high throughput afforded by combining CID/OzID with DESI
revealed variations in isomeric composition across different organisms, tissues and even regions of the
same tissue (e.g. white matter vs. grey matter of sheep brain).
DESI-CID/OzID is a rapid and sensitive technique that can be used for the identification and relative
quantification of PC sn-positional isomers in complex biological extracts.
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SunP-16
Implementation of Mass Spectrometry based Lipidomics at UNSW
Russell Pickford
The University of New South Wales, Australia; r.pickford@unsw.edu.au
Biological lipids usually refer to a broad grouping of naturally occurring molecules which includes fatty
acids, monoglycerides, diglycerides, triglycerides, phospholipids, sphingolipids, sterols, fat-soluble
vitamins and others.
The main biological functions of lipids include their central role in energy storage, as structural
components of cell membranes, and as important signaling molecules
Mass spectrometry is used frequently for lipidomics - this presentation details the progress in bringing
modern lipid analysis methods to the University of New South Wales Mass Spectrometry Facility,
including analysis of phospholipids and cholesterol esters on a Q-ToF instrument, analysis of cholesterol
using C8 LC-MS/MS on a QQQ and analysis of neutral lipids as Li adducts with ToF/Orbitrap detection.
Progress developing analysis using HILIC chromatography with Orbitrap detection is detailed. Samples
analysed include extracts from egg yolk, human plasma, liver tissue and food oils.
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SunP-17
Wine Industry Bio-Protection: Early detection of grape phylloxera
(Daktulosphairavitifoliae Fitch) infestation by LC-MS-based metabolomics
methods
D. Benheim1,2,3, K.S. Powell2, I. Potter3 E. Robertson3& S. Rochfort1,3
1
Department of Primary Industries, Biosciences Research Division, 1 Park Drive, Bundoora. 3083
2
Department of Primary Industries, Biosciences Research Division, Rutherglen Centre, RMB 1145
Chiltern Valley Road, Rutherglen, Victoria, Australia 3685.
3
Faculty of Science, Technology and Engineering.Department of Molecular Sciences, La Trobe University,
Bundoora, Victoria, Australia 3086.
Corresponding authors email: devin.benheim@dpi.vic.gov.au
Grapevine phylloxera (Daktulosphairavitifoliae Fitch) is a destructive, root feeding insect that is difficult
to detect and easily spread by the use of shared farm equipment. Early detection of this pest is essential
to ensure the sustainability and profitability of the viticulture industry both in Australia and
internationally. Late detections of the insect cause significant economic damage to affected vineyards,
with replanting onto phylloxera resistant rootstocks costing AUS $20,000 - $25,000 per hectare.
Metabolomics offers a new and exciting approach for the early diagnosis of phylloxera infestation. Initial
studies of leaf material obtained from field studies in the Yarra Valley, Victoria, indicated that there
were metabolic differences between non-infested and infested vines. Analysis suggested that certain
flavonols, as well as other, as yet unidentified, metabolites could be useful biomarkers of phylloxera
infestation.
Validation of these putative biomarkers is crucial for the provision of useful diagnostic tools. Challenges
in validation involve the accurate discrimination between biomarkers or metabolic profile changes
caused by phylloxera infestation when compared to other environmental stressors. In order to address
this challenge glass house based trials are planned to test the metabolic response of vines to nutrient,
water and phylloxera induced stress. It is therefore critical that biomarkers of infestation can be
detected under green house conditions where the vines are relatively immature and have had less
exposure to phylloxera compared to field conditions.
This presentation will describe LC-MS-based analysis of vine leaf material from glass house trials, the
statistical analysis of the LC-MS data that can differentiate between infested and non-infested vines and
the molecules responsible for this differentiation.
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SunP-18
LCMS Profiling of Endophyte Metabolism InPlanta and In Vitro
Antony Crowther1,2,3, Simone Rochfort1,2,3, Jatinder Kaur1,2, Anthony Maher1,2, Tuan Le1,2, John
Forster1,2,3, German Spangenberg1,2,3
1
Department of Primary Industries, Australia; 2Dairy Futures Cooperative Research Centre, Australia; 3La
Trobe University, Bundoora, Victoria 3086, Australia; antony.crowther@dpi.vic.gov.au
Tall fescue (Loliumarundinaceum) and perennial ryegrass (L. perenne) can form mutualistic associations
with endophytic fungi. Both beneficial and detrimental agronomic properties result from the
associations. Invertebrate resistance is provided by specific metabolites produced by the endophytes, in
particular peramine and lolines. Some of these important metabolites are produced only in planta,
whilst others are produced both in vitro and in planta. In this study, metabolic profiling of endophytes in
different ryegrass hosts and in culture was performed using Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry
(LC-MS). Targeted and untargeted metabolomic analysis is discussed.

SunP-19
MASS SPECTROMETRY FOR DETERMINATION OF RENAL DISEASE BIOMARKERS
IN URINE
Naama Karu1, Noel W. Davies2, Richard Wilson2, Robert A. Shellie1, Matthew Jose3, Russell Thomson3,
Wendy E. Hoy4, Brendan McMorran5, Simon Foote5, Emily F. Hilder1
1
ACROSS, School of Chemistry, University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia; 2Central Science Laboratory,
University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia; 3Menzies Research Institute Tasmania, University of Tasmania,
Hobart, Australia; 4School of Medicine, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia; 5Australian
School of Advanced Medicine, Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia; nkaru@utas.edu.au
An epidemic of renal disease in the Australian Aborigines is at extremely high incidence in the Tiwi
Islanders (NT). The Tiwi people are a genetic isolate which transformed to westernised lifestyle only in
the last 50 years. One hypothesis for the Tiwi nephropathy is poor detoxification of a nephrotoxin which
they are exposed to.
The presented work tests this hypothesis by means of chromatography, complementary to the ongoing
genetic research. Different ESI-MS systems were utilised: Waters XevoQqQ, Thermo LTQ Orbitrap, and
BrukerMicrOTOF-Q. Urine samples were compared between two populations and different health
states. One approach targeted specific xenobiotics involved in the renal disease, mainly mycotoxins. The
second approach was metabolomics of glucuronides in urine, aiming at elucidating any effects of the
polymorphism in UGT enzymes found in the Tiwi population. In addition, metabolic fingerprinting of
urine was conducted for identification of biomarkers of kidney disease.
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SunP-20
AT-LINE APPROACH TO DIRECT SOLID PHASE EXTRACTION - MASS
SPECTROMETRY
Esme Candish1,2, Peter A. Dawes2, Andrew Gooley1,2, Hans-Jürgen Wirth2, Robert A. Shellie1, Emily F.
Hilder1
1
University of Tasmania, Australia; 2SGE Analytical Science, Australia; ecandish@utas.edu.au
Advancements in mass spectrometry (MS) as detection technologies for the chromatographic
separations of samples in complicated matrices have revealed the need for smarter and more efficient
sample preparation. Microextraction by packed sorbent (MEPS) is a miniaturised format of solid phase
extraction (SPE) integrated directly in the barrel of a syringe. MEPS workflows provide dramatic
reductions in the times associated with sample preparation. The incorporation of a two way valve into
the barrel of the syringe allows sharp, concentrated sample bands to be delivered directly to a detector.
MEPS has been directly hyphenated with MS for the rapid screening of drugs and metabolites in
biological fluids. Sample preparation and analysis were completed in only 5 min enabling high
throughput and alleviating the burden of method development. At-line MEPS-MS is a simple fast and
sensitive approach for the screening of drugs and metabolites existing over a dynamic concentration
range in biological matrices.

SunP-21
Comparison of two LC-MS methods for the determination of sugars in plant
samples
Zhiqian Liu, Simone Rochfort
Department of Primary Industries, Victoria, Australia; Zhiqian.liu@dpi.vic.gov.au
Sugars are the most important class of metabolites in plants. Quantitative analysis of sugar compounds
using LC-MS techniques has been challenging due to the presence of numerous isomers. Here we have
compared the performance of two LC-MS methods for the quantification of 10 major plant sugars. The
two methods differ only in separation techniques, with one using a HILIC column and the other using a
polar reversed-phased column. The detection of sugar compounds was by Q-TOF mass spectrometry
(positive mode). Both methods appear to be suitable for the quantification of the 10 sugar compounds,
although incomplete resolution of Glc and Fru was observed with the polar reversed-phase column,
whereas peak splitting was found in some cases with the HILIC column. The detection limit, linearity
range and measurement precision were also compared. The utility of these methods were tested using
ryegrass and wheat flour samples.
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SunP-22
A rapid LC-MS/MS method for the determination of 25-hydroxyvitamin D
metabolites in dried blood spots
David Kvaskoff, Darryl W. Eyles
Queensland Brain Institute, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia; kvaskoff@uq.edu.au
Low prenatal vitamin D could be a contributing risk factor for a number of developmental disorders
including schizophrenia and autism. Neonatal blood specimens, stored on dried blood spots (DBS), are
an invaluable resource for epidemiological studies, as they provide the opportunity to retrospectively
analyse large cohorts of archived clinical samples.
We have developed a rapid screening method to accurately measure 25-hydroxyvitamin D metabolites
in 3.2 mm DBS. It is based on an improved isotope dilution LC-MS/MS assay using a triple quadrupole
mass spectrometer (AB SCIEX 5500 QTRAP with APCI ion source) and derivatisation with 4-phenyl-1,2,4triazoline-3,5-dione (LOD 0.1 ng/mL, 1.2 min runtime). Our analyses show that a number of factors such
as spotted blood volume, paper type and punch location are confounding variables regarding DBS
25OHD3 levels. We also implemented DBS internal calibrators as quality controls to assess intra- and
inter-assay reproducibility.

SunP-23
IDEOM: User-friendly software for metabolomics data analysis and metabolite
identification
Darren Creek1, Andris Jankevics2, Karl Burgess2, Rainer Breitling2, Michael Barrett2, Malcolm McConville1
1
University of Melbourne, Australia; 2University of Glasgow, United Kingdom; dcreek@unimelb.edu.au
Mass spectrometry (MS) focused metabolomics allows rapid and sensitive detection of many low
molecular weight metabolites in a biological system. However, meaningful biochemical interpretation of
this complex data currently poses a major bottleneck. IDEOM
(http://mzmatch.sourceforge.net/ideom.php) is a comprehensive data analysis programme for MSbased metabolomics that includes all necessary processing steps including feature detection, advanced
noise filtering algorithms, novel metabolite identification functions, routine statistical analyses and data
visualisation tools. IDEOM is operated through a graphical user interface in Microsoft Excel, making it
accessible for biologists and analysts without specialist informatics expertise. Data processing is
automated within Excel VBA and through open-source packages in R (XCMS and mzMatch.R).
Application of the software is demonstrated by identification of metabolic pathways and drug
mechanisms in protozoan parasites.
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SunP-24
Direct Analysis in Real Time (DART) mass spectrometry: application to tea
fermentation and manufacturing
Karl Fraser1,2, Don Otter1, Geoff Lane1, Yacine Hemar2, Siew-young Quek2
1
AgResearch, New Zealand; 2University of Auckland, New Zealand; karl.fraser@agresearch.co.nz
Tea can be broadly classified according to its production method as either unfermented (green tea),
semi-fermented (oolong tea), or fully fermented (black tea). The production of tea is a multi-stage
process involving harvesting leaves; fermenting; rolling and drying. Eighteen tea samples from
throughout this production process were analysed using a DART ion-source attached to a Thermo LTQXL linear ion trap mass spectrometer. Initial experiments in +ve mode showed spectra completely
dominated by an ion 195 m/z resulting from caffeine, while –ve mode revealed a range of lipids.
Multivariate statistical analysis of the extracted MS1 spectra was able to resolve the different
manufacturing steps and provide key indicator ions relating to fermentation. These key ions have been
subsequently identified using accurate mass MS/MS on a Thermo Q-Exactive. This rapid analysis
technique has shown potential applicability for monitoring the production processes during tea
manufacturing.

SunP-25
Metabolomic pathway of Tetrodotoxin decomposition
Jens Altvater, Michael C. Thomas, Geoffrey W. Nette
Independent Marine BioChemisty Research, Australia; Jens.Altvater@gmx.com
Tetrodotoxin (TTX) is a potent neurotoxin that reversibly blocks sodium channels and inhibits
propagation of action potentials in muscle and nerve cells. Bacterial in origin, it is widely distributed
among marine and terrestrial animals. In Japan, for example, TTX is responsible for poisoning associated
with consumption of puffer fish. In Australia it is associated with blue-ringed Octopus.
The effect is fatal in humans when only 1–2 mg of toxin is ingested. It quickly abolishes respiratory
movements, but death can be prevented using artificial respiration until the toxins become eliminated.
Though there are published synthetic pathways, no in vivo catabolic pathways have been published. It is
conjectured that the toxin is broken down by the liver. This role of the liver in degrading TTX is
supported by the lack of detectable levels of TTX within liver samples in a previous study. Here, we
present preliminary data on a possible metabolic pathway for detoxification of TTX in vivo.
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SunP-26
Determination of Urinary Kynurenic and Xanthurenic acids by Electron Capture
Negative Ion GC-MS
Sonia Bustamante1, Jong-Min Lee2, George Smythe1,3, Gilles Guillemin4,2
1
Bioanalytical Mass Spectrometry Facility, Mark Wainwright Analytical centre, University of New South
Wales, Sydney 2052, Australia,; 2Department of Pharmacology, School of Medical Sciences, University of
New South Wales, Sydney 2052, Australia; 3Faculty of Medicine, University of New South Wales, Sydney
2052, Australia; 4Neuroimmflamation Group, MND and Neurodegenerative diseases Research Centre,
Macquarie University, Sydney 2109, Australia; s.bustamante@unsw.edu.au
The methods currently used in the measurement of urinary tryptophan metabolites kynurenic acid
(KYNA), xanthurenic acid (XAN) are based on tedious assays developed decades ago. In clinical settings
only XAN is measured as an indicator of vitamin B6 status following tryptophan ingestion.
We developed a robust, specific and sensitive ECNI-GCMS method for the simultaneous measurement of
urinary KYNA, XAN and their putative metabolites quinaldic (QA) and 8-hydroxyquinaldic (HQA) acids.
Isomers KYNA and HQA are chromatographically resolved. KYNA and XAN yield distinct molecular and
fragment ions that are selectively monitored for their quantitation.
Urine samples are diluted 200-fold after workup (5 nL injected). Signal to noise ratios are above 10 for 2fmol on column injection for all analytes. Linearity is excellent, r² >0.99 within 2nM-2µM ranges. This
assay is suitable for other biological specimens such as plasma, CSF and cell culture supernatant after
SPE clean up and concentration

SunP-27
A practical approach toward monitoring folic acid levels in food. A first look at
whether Australian breads and bread-making flour contain the fortified folate
levels mandated in 2009.
Martin Paul Bucknall1,2, Maria Veronica Chandra-Hioe3, Jayashree Arcot3
1
BMSF, Analytical Centre, UNSW Sydney NSW 2052, Australia; 2School of Chemistry, UNSW Sydney NSW
2052, Australia; 3Food Science and Technology, School of Chemical Engineering, UNSW Sydney NSW
2052, Australia; M.Bucknall@unsw.edu.au
With the aim of reducing the incidence of fetal neural tube defects through increased maternal folate
intake, legislation requires bread-making flour to be fortified with 200-300 μg of folic acid (FA) per 100 g.
We present a rapid and facile quantitative sample prep and analysis protocol for FA determination
based on phenol-selective RP SPE and high throughput stable isotope dilution UPLC-MS/MS.
Measured FA in Australian fortified breads was 79-110 μg/100 g fresh bread - lower than expected from
mandated flour fortification levels. To further investigate, the analytical method was adapted and
validated for flour-based sample matrices. Bread flour premixes and fortified white flour samples had FA
levels of 77-165 and 62-212 μg/100 g respectively. These data present a picture of significant underfortification in the Australian bread-making industry. Regulation of actual fortification levels is needed.
The analytical method developed here provides an appropriate tool for use in compliance monitoring.
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SunP-28
Gas phase studies of Nickel, Palladium & Platinum carboxylates: A Protodecarboxylation catalytic cycle
Matthew J. Woolley1, George N. Khairallah1, Paul S. Donnelly1, Richard A. J. O’Hair1
1
School of Chemistry and Bio21 Molecular Science and Biotechnology Institute, 30 Flemington Road, The
University of Melbourne, Victoria, 3010, Australia
Metal carboxylates of the form [(L)M(O2CR)]+; where M = Pd, Ni or Pt; L = phenanthroline or
neocuproine and R = methyl, phenyl or benzyl were formed in the gas phase. Upon CID,
[(L)M(O2CR)]+decarboxylates to form the organometallic ion [(L)M(R)]+ (eq. 1).
[(L)M(O2CR)]+ → [(L)M(R)]+ + CO2

(1)

These organometallic ions [(phen)M(CH3)]+ were then isolated in a linear ion trap mass spectrometer
(ITMS) coupled to a high resolution FTICR and found to react with acetic acid via a metathesis reaction
to regenerate the carboxylate, (eq. 2). The systems were also studied by Density functional theory (DFT).
[(L)M(R)]+ + RCO2H → [(L)M(O2CR)]+ + RH

(2)

SunP-29
C-C BONDS FORMED BY DECARBOXYLATION AT A BIMETALLIC CATALYST
Halah al-Sharif, Krista Vikse, George N. Khairallah, Richard A.J. O’Hair
School of Chemistry, Bio21 Institute, University of Melbourne, VIC 3010
Decarboxylative coupling reactions catalyzed by bimetallic systems are an interesting class of carboncarbon bond-forming reactions that we have investigated by multistage mass spectrometry in a ion trap
mass spectrometer. First, gas-phase unimolecular fragmentation reactions were performed on the
organometallates [CH3CO2Ag2]+, [ CH3CO2AgCu]+ and [CH3CO2Cu2]+. Low-energy collision-induced
dissociation (CID) resulted in decarboxylation and produced the organometallic cations: [CH3Ag2]+,
[CH3AgCu]+ and [CH3Cu2]+. Second, the ion-molecule reactions of these organometallic cations with
allylacetate were studied. C–C bond coupling occurred, yielding the ionic products [CH3CO2Ag2]+,
[CH3CO2AgCu]+ and [CH3CO2Cu2]+. Experimental and theoretical work suggests a mechanism involving
oxidative addition of allylacetate, followed by reductive elimination of butene.
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SunP-30
Determining Structural Characteristics of Fibril-Forming Related Proteins by Ion
Mobility- Mass Spectrometry
Denise Phuong Tran
The University of Adelaide, Australia; denise.tran@adelaide.edu.au
Mass spectrometry (MS) has evolved as an analytical technique to effectively investigate biological
constituents and in particular, non-covalent protein assemblies. Specifically, ion moility (IM) has
introduced a new analytical dimension when coupled to MS, with IM differentiating ions based on their
size and shape. This poster will describe our work utilising IM-MS to characterise fibril-forming proteins
to determine the mechanism behind protein aggregation. We have constructed a thermo-controlled
nano-electrospray source coupled to a Waters Synapt IM-MS instrument, enabling structural changes of
protein complexes to be observed as the protein aggregates under heat related stress conditions. IM-MS
provides direct observation of changes in conformation and binding interactions, further developing our
knowledge of the mechanism behind protein misfolding and subsequent fibril formation. These
pathways are important to understand as they are related to amyloid diseases.

SunP-31
Metabolic Profiling of Endophyte-Tall Fescue Host Associations: Response to
Drought Assessed by LCMS and DIMS
Aaron Elkins1,2, Simone Rochfort1,2,3, Pei Tian1,2,3, Jatindur Kaur1,2, Tuan Le1,2, John Forster1,2,3, German
Spangenberg1,2,3
1
Department of Primary Industries, Victorian AgriBiosciences Centre Australia; 2Dairy Futures
Cooperative Research Centre, Australia; 3La Trobe University, Bundoora, Australia;
aaron.elkins@dpi.vic.gov.au
Tall fescue ( Lolium arundinaceum ) can form mutualistic associations with endophytic fungi. Both
beneficial and detrimental agronomic properties result from the association. Invertebrate resistance is
provided by specific metabolites produced by the endophytes, in particular peramine and lolines. Other
metabolites produced by the endophytes, such as lolitrems and ergot alkaloids, are toxic to grazing
animals and reduce herbivore feeding. There is anecdotal evidence that the production of these toxins
can be increased under stress condition such as drought. In this study, metabolic profiling of novel
endophytes in different ryegrass hosts was performed using Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry
(LC-MS) to analyse the metabolic response under drought stress and control conditions. Direct Injection
Mass Spectrometry (DIMS) was explored as a rapid alternative to the LCMS methods and the techniques
were compared.
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SunP-32
Electronic Spectroscopy of Cyclic Hydrocarbon Cations
Nahid Chalyavi, Julian A. Sanelli, Viktoras Dryza, Evan J. Bieske
University of Melbourne, Australia; j.sanelli@student.unimelb.edu.au
Cyclopentadiene moieties are considered important intermediates in the formation of benzene and
other simple aromatic systems, including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) such as indene and
naphthalene, in pyrolysis and combustion processes. Indene isomers are also found as intermediates in
the production of large PAHs and soot in such processes. In addition, they are considered possible
candidates for carriers of the diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs), spectral features caused by absorption of
light by the interstellar medium.
We present a study of the electronic structure of the cyclopentadiene radical cation (C5H6+) and various
cationic forms of indene (C9H7+, C9H8+, C9H9+) from data obtained by photodissociation of weaklybound cationic complexes with Argon or Helium in a tandem mass spectrometer. All species studied
have electronic transitions in the visible & near-UV regions. Experimental data is compared with ab initio
calculations and Franck-Condon simulations.

SunP-33
Electronic Spectroscopy of Indene Cations in the Gas Phase
Nahid Chalyavi, Julian A. Sanelli, Viktoras Dryza, Evan J. Bieske
Melbourne University, Australia; nchalyavi@unimelb.edu.au
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are expected to play a role in soot formation during
combustion, and also in the chemistry of the interstellar medium (ISM), where they exist mainly in
cationic form. They are among the promising candidates for carriers of diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs).
Indene is among the small PAHs that have been identified as intermediates in the flames of aromatic
and non-aromatic hydrocarbons. Indene and its isomers have also been detected in different
carbonaceous chondrites, which originate in the solar system or the ISM.
In this work, the electronic absorptions of indene cations (C9H7+, C9H8+, and C9H9+) are investigated in
the visible-UV range through resonance-enhanced photodissociation of their weakly bound complexes
with Ar or He in a tandem mass spectrometer. All three indene moieties show electronic transitions in
both the visible and UV spectral regions. The spectra are assigned with the aid of quantum chemical
calculations.
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SunP-34
Characteristic negative ion fragmentations of deprotonated peptides containing
post- translational modifications: Mono- and di-phosphorylated systems
containing Ser, Thr and Tyr. A joint experimental and theoretical study.
Hayley Jo Andreazza
The University of Adelaide, Australia; hayley.andreazza@adelaide.edu.au
Peptides and proteins may contain post-translationally modified phosphorylated serine (pSer),
threonine (pThr) and tyrosine (pTyr) amino acid residues. CID ESI-MS/MS experiments were used to
examine the characteristic negative ion cleavages of phosphorylated peptide systems. In simple
monophosphorylated tetrapeptides, both pSer and pThr can be identified by the formation of m/z
H2PO4- and the process [(M-H)--H3PO4]-. In contrast, pTyr can be identified by the formation of m/z
PO3- and the process [(M-H)--HPO3]-. In some tetrapeptides, where pTyr is the third residue, the
characteristic pTyr fragmentations are accompanied by an unusual cyclisation/rearrangement process.
The [M-H]- anions from small diphosphopeptides show characteristic peaks corresponding to m/z 177
(H3P2O7-), 159 (HP2O6-) and sometimes [(M-H)--H4P2O7-]. Theoretical calculations were used to probe
the reaction coordinate profiles of the characteristic negative ion cleavages of phosphorylated residues
in model systems.

SunP-35
A novel glutathione-hydroxycinnamic acid product generated in oxidative wine
conditions.
Quentin Bouzanquet1, Celia Barril2, Andrew Clark3, Daniel Dias4, Geoffrey Scollary5
1
ESITPA, École d’Ingénieurs en Agriculture, 76134 Mont Saint Aignan Cedex, France; 2National Wine and
Grape Industry Centre, Charles Sturt University, Locked Bag 588, Wagga Wagga, NSW, 2678, Australia;
3
National Wine and Grape Industry Centre, Charles Sturt University, Locked Bag 588, Wagga Wagga,
NSW, 2678, Australia; 4Metabolomics Australia, School of Botany, The University of Melbourne,
Parkville, VIC, 3010, Australia; 5School of Chemistry, The University of Melbourne, Victoria, 3010,
Australia; ddias@unimelb.edu.au
This study characterizes a novel glutathione-substituted dihydroxyphenyl compound formed during the
oxidation of white wine and model wine solutions, which may contribute to the synergistic role of
glutathione and hydroxycinnamic acids in delaying oxidative coloration. The critical components were
found to be hydroxycinnamic acids and glutathione, whilst ascorbic acid enabled the product to
accumulate to higher concentrations. Via LC-MS/MS, HR-MS and 1D and 2D NMR) analyses, the major
isomer of the compound formed from glutathione and caffeic acid was found to be 4-[( E )-2'-( S )glutathionyl ethenyl]-catechol (GEC). Equivalent products were also confirmed via LC-MS/MS for other
hydroxycinnamic acids. Only trace amounts of GEC were formed with the quinic ester of caffeic acid, and
no equivalent product was found for cinnamic acid. A radical mechanism for the formation of the
styrene-glutathione derivatives is proposed. A radical mechanism for the formation of the derivatives is
proposed.
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SunP-36
Fragmentations of [M-H]- anions of peptides containing Tyr or Ser sulfate. Does
the sulfate group rearrange? A joint experimental and theoretical study.
Thi Tran1, Tianfang Wang2, Sandra Hack1, John Bowie1
1
The University of Adelaide; 2University of the Sunshine Coast, Australia; twang@usc.edu.au
A study has been undertaken to investigate the fragmentations in the negative-ion mass spectra of
tyrosine or serine sulphate containing peptides. Possible fragmentation mechanisms have been explored
at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311++g(d,p) level of theory. The major negative-ion fragmentation of Tyr sulfate
containing peptides is [(M-H)-SO3]- and this process yields the base peak of the spectrum.
Rearrangement reactions involving the formation of HOSO3- and [(M-H)-H2SO4]- yield minor peaks with
low abundances. Mass spectra of [M-H]- and [(M-H)-SO3]- anions of Tyr sulfate containing peptides
allow the determination of the position of the Tyr sulfate group and the peptide sequence. A Ser sulfate
containing peptide, in contrast, shows pronounced peaks due to cleavage product anions [(M-H)-SO3]and HOSO3-. Rearrangement of a Ser sulfate to give C-terminal CO2SO3H is energetically unfavourable
in comparison with fragmentation of the intact Ser sulfate to yield [(M-H)--SO3]- and HOSO3-.

SunP-37
Nanoelectrospray ionization LTQ Orbitrap mass spectrometry study of Cu2+,
Zn2+ and Pb2+ attachment to Quercetin, Quercitrin and Rutin
Chowdhury Hasan Sarowar, Gary David Willett, Grainne Moran
The University of New South Wales, Australia; c.h.sarowar@unsw.edu.au
Positive-ion nanoelectrospray ionization LTQ Orbitrap mass spectrometry has been used to investigate
the reactions of quercetin, quercitrin and rutin with Cu2+, Zn2+ and Pb2+. The ESI mass spectra of
quercetin, quercitrin and rutin show common types of ions [L+H]+, [L-CHO]+●, [L-H+M]+, [2L-H-M]+. The
mass spectra of quercitrin and rutin also display various dissociation products due to loss of the
rhamnose and/or the disaccharide moieties. Collision-induced dissociation experiments are carried out
to compare the fragmentation behaviour of [L-H+M]+ and [2L-H-M]+ complexes. For [2L-H-M]+
complexes, ligand loss is the dominant process for quercetin, and ligand, rhamnose and/or the
disaccharide moieties loss are the main dissociation channels for quercitrin and rutin. The complex ion
[L-H-M]+ for quercetin generates fragment ions due to loss of CO, CHO and H2O whereas for quercitrin
and rutin the main fragment ions are due to loss of the rhamnose and/or the disaccharide moieties.
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SunP-38
Not-so-innocent charges! A cautionary tale in the use of distonic ions to probe
neutral radical thermochemistry
David L. Marshall1, Anya Gryn'ova2, Michelle L. Coote2, Philip J. Barker3, Stephen J. Blanksby1
1
School of Chemistry, University of Wollongong; 2Research School of Chemistry, Australian National
University; 3BlueScope Steel Research, Port Kembla; dlm418@uowmail.edu.au
Theoretical calculations predict that nitroxide radicals are stabilised in the presence of remote
carboxylate anions, compared to neutral acids. By corollary, the anions are influenced by the nitroxides,
4-9 covalent bonds away. If true, this intriguing effect would be manifest in the relative gas phase acidity
(GPA) scales for alkoxyamines and nitroxide radicals. To test this prediction, GPA values were measured
experimentally using the kinetic method, based on tandem mass spectrometry. In this approach, protonbound dimers of carboxylate anions on both alkoxyamines and nitroxides were generated by
electrospray ionization. The obtained GPA values confirmed the predicted radical stabilization of the
charge (and thus enhanced acidity).
This unique stabilisation of these “distonic” radical anions indicates that caution should be exercised
when evaluating the role of the ion in “charge-remote” reaction mechanisms in mass spectrometry.
Remote charges may not be as innocent as they appear!

SunP-39
Identifying isomeric reaction products using CID and UVPD: the R + NO2 reaction
Benjamin B. Kirk1,2, Adam J. Trevitt1,2, Stephen J. Blanksby1,2
1
School of Chemistry, University of Wollongong, NSW 2522, Australia; 2ARC Centre of Excellence for Free
Radical Chemistry and Biotechnology, University of Wollongong, NSW 2522, Australia;
bbk84@uowmail.edu.au
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) has been used as a radical scavenger to probe the position of carbon-centered
radicals within complex radical ions in the gas phase. The addition of NO2 to carbon-centered radical
results in formation of an R+NO2 adduct, which is widely accepted to be one of two isomers: a nitro- (RNO2) or nitrosoxyalkane (R-ONO) or arene. The techniques typically used to measure these reactions,
however, are unable to distinguish between the two isomers. In order to elucidate the products of these
reactions, we have prepared and isolated three distonic phenyl radical cations and observed their
reactions with NO2 in an ion-trap mass spectrometer. In each case, a stabilised [M+NO2]+ adduct was
formed and subsequently probed by collision-induced dissociation (CID) and ultraviolet
photodissociation action spectroscopy (UVPD). By comparison to spectra obtained from authentic RNO2 and R-ONO analogues, we found that, in each case, the [M+NO2]+ adduct generated was the
nitrobenzene.
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SunP-40
Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry with a Kiel IV Carbonate Device for Australian
Paleoclimatology Research
Lewis Adler1, Andrew Baker2, Tim, J Cohen3, Pauline, C Treble4
1
Bioanalytical Mass Spectrometry Facility, MWAC, The University of New South Wales, Australia;
2
Connected Waters Initiative Research Centre, UNSW, Australia; 3School of Environmental and Earth
Scineces, University of Wollongong, Australia; 4Institute for Environmental Research, ANSTO, Australia;
l.adler@unsw.edu.au
Records of Australia’s past climate are important for the understanding of the aridification of the
continent, the vanishing of Australia’s megalakes, and the context for megafaunal extinctions (Cohen et
al., 2011). Speleothems (cave formations) are one deposit than can be used to obtain terrestrial
paleoclimate records (Fairchild and Baker, 21012), particularly they can be used for climate
reconstruction from their oxygen and carbon isotopes (δ18O and δ13C) (Treble et al 2005).
Here, we use a MAT253 IRMS in conjunction with the latest generation Kiel IV carbonate device to
obtain records of past climate variability over decadal to millennial timeframes.Stalagmites sourced
from Australian caves were used with sections dated from over the last 100 000 years. Sample sections
were drilled, weighed and analysed for carbon and oxygen isotopes. This work outlines the processes
that are undertaken, and presents preliminary findings.

SunP-41
Studying formation of naphthenic acid dimers from different pairs of monomers
by negative electrospray ionization and mathematical modeling
Ramin Nikzad, Penny Bilton, Martin Hazelton, Peter J. Derrick
Massey University, New Zealand; r.nikzad@massey.ac.nz
“Naphthenic acids” with the general formula CnH2n+ZO2, where Z is “hydrogen deficiency” index, is a
major concern in oil production from non-conventional sources such as oil sands. Environmental
contamination, blockage of process equipment and corrosion are issues that arise due to presence of
naphthenic acids.
Dimerization of naphthenic acids not only is a step toward formation of larger aggregates, but also
brings up difficulties in their characterization.
In the present work, naphthenic acids extracted out of tailings pond water from Athabasca oil sands
have been analyzed using negative electrospray ionization mass spectrometry. Comparing the results
with a statistical model, influential factors governing the dimerization of naphthenic acids have been
identified.
References:
1. Da Campo R.; Barrow M. P.; Shepherd A. G.; Salisbury M.; Derrick P. J. Energy Fuels 2009, 23, 5544–
5549.
2. Grewer D.M.; Young R. F.; Whittal R.M.; Fedorak P.M. Sci Total Environ 2010, 408, 5997–6010.
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Agilent Technologies
Lunchtime Workshop at ANZSMS24
Tuesday 5th February 2013
1.00pm – 1.45pm

Presenters:
Stewart Carter, Field Marketing Manager, Spectroscopy Products, South Asia Pacific and Korea
Damian Pomeroy, GC / GCMS Specialist Australia / SE Asia Life Sciences and Chemical Analysis

Topic: Advancing MS technologies
Description: Speed, sensitivity and data handling are key requirements for many MS users. Our
presentation will cover developments in GC-MS as well as reviewing some interesting applications on
the newly released Agilent 8800 ICP-MS Triple Quadrupole system, the first ICP-MS commercially
available to enable MS/MS measurements.

Stewart Carter:
After working for BASF and Caltex in laboratory roles Stewart joined Varian, now Agilent and in the last
19 years has held a variety of Spectroscopy product specialist and regional sales managements roles.
Stewart is based at Agilent’s head office in Australia in Melbourne and is currently managing
Spectroscopy marketing activities throughout Australia, South East Asia and Korea.

Damian Pomeroy:
Damian Pomeroy is an Application Engineer working for Agilent Technologies and specialising in the
area of GC and GC/MS instrumentation. Prior to joining Agilent Technologies a little over 2 years ago
Damian had worked in the role of Chromatography Specialist for Varian Instruments and has spent more
than 15 years working within the GC/MS instrumentation field throughout the Asia / Pacific Region.

Damian holds a Bachelor of Applied Science in Computer Aided Chemistry and enjoys finding challenging
new applications for GC/MS instrumentation and solving complex analytical problems with customers.
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ABSciex

ABSciex
Lunchtime Workshop at ANZSMS24
Tuesday 3rd February 2013
1.00pm – 1.45pm

Presenters:
Dr. Stephen Tate (AB SCIEX Canada)

Topic: selexION 5600 and SWATH
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